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THE CAVES OF THE FOOLOW-EYAM-STONEY MIDDLETON AREA, DERBYSHIRE,
AND THEIR GENESIS
by John Beck

SUMMARY
An outline description of the caves and the present state of exploration is presented. The caves are shown to have
developed by the successive utilization of lower bedding plane and joint systems becoming active as the base level of
resurgence fell owing to surface denudation. The caves or passages within them can be separated into (a) the active
slll/llilets, (b) the first and second remnant complexes, (c) the Carlslll/llrk Complex, and (d) the Lower Complex.

INTRODUCTION

Lyi ng on the northeast flank of the Carboniferous Limestone outcrop in Derbyshire, the FoolowEyam-Stoney Middleton area has attracted cavers for many years, but few attempts have been made to
analyse the evolution of the underground drainage systems. Outline accounts, rather speculative in places,
have been presented by Jefferson (1961) and by King (1962) though these were concerned with development
of the dales rather than the cave systems.
The caves of the area lie within the zones D2 and P1 zones of the Carboniferous Limestone, here
comprising the top 100 metres beneath the cover of Edale Shales of the Millstone Grit Series. Details of the
stratigraphic succession may be found in the Geological Survey Memoir for the Chapel -en-Ie-Frith sheet
No.99 (Stevenson & Gaunt 1971) and in Orme's contribution to Neves & Downie's Geological.Excursion
gu ide to the Sheffield area (1967).
The evolution of the cave systems is undoubtedly controlled by the sequence of events in the
Pleistocene Ice Age, but as yet no fixed points by which the cave evolutionary sequency can be linked to
stages In the surface development have been found. All that can be said at present is that the area was
glaciated in the Penultimate advance and that the dry valley system, presumably including Middleton Dale,
has been incised since then. This incision progressively exposed lower beds of limestone and thus potential
resurgence points to which the successive levels of the caves could drain.
This paper describes the general form and relationship of the caves and shows that a sequence of
events can be worked out underground. It is hoped that future research wi II be able to relate this sequence
to one worked out on the surface.
TOPOGRAPHY

The villages of Foolow, Eyam , and Stoney Middleton lie on the northern margin of the limestone
outcrop. To the north, the prominent shale and gritstone escarpment of Eyam Edge rises to a maximum
height of 1,407 ft. 00 at Sir William Hill. Streams accumulating on the gritstone moors flow southwards
to disappear, in most cases, into shallow holes on, or near, the ri mestone margin. A deep limestone gorge,
Middleton Dale, dra ins eastwards, sub-parallel to the escarpment. It turns at its western end to run north
eastwards as Linen Dale, dying out in the vicinity of the largest sink, Waterfall Swallet, at the shale/limestone
boundary (Fig. 1) .
To the south of Middleton Dale, the limestone rises to a maximum height of 1,297 ft. OD at the
summit of Longstone Moor. This upland area is dissected by two dry valley systems, Hay Dale, which runs
southwards to the Wye Valley, and Coombs Dale, much larger, and descending eastwards to the Derwent
near Calver.
The deeply incised valley of Cressbrook Dale runs north-south along the western edge of the area.
At its northern end, springs occur at the margin of a shale outl ier at Wardlow Mires, and water flows
southwards across the shale. It may often be seen to sink at various points, and in wet weather the stream
is augmented by the flow from various artificial drainage levels, or soughs. Near the southern end, the large
resurgence of Lumb Hole d ischarges a considerable volume of water.
The western part of Middleton Dale carries no surface stream, water first appearing at the tail of
Watergrove Sough, at the bottom of Farnsley Lane. The sough was driven to de-water the inundated
Watergrove Lead Mi ne, at the western end of Middleton Dale. Water from the sough flows eastwards as the
Dale Brook, to be joined by water from resurgences both natural and artificial, and by water from two
streams wh ich floll\( for some distance over the limestone, the Jumber Brook, and the Hollow Brook.
These streams flow from the shale, through Eyam, and continue southwards via the Delph, and Eyam Dale
respectively. Both may often sink at various points in the valley floors, although the Hollow Brook in
Eyam Dale has almost been completely culverted.
Opposite the Delph, on the south side of the road, the somewhat mysterious resurgence of
Hawkenedge Well discharges a considerable and very consistent flow into the brook. The nature of this
watercourse is unknown; it has been referred to as 'Oakenedge Sough' (Rieuwerts, 1966, Kirkham, 1967).
At Stoney Middleton, the brook is swelled by the water from Moorwood Sough, driven to de-water
mines between Stoney Middleton and Eyam, principally Glebe Mine at Eyam. The sough runs close to the
shale margin, and has captured water from the natural conduits via small phreatic tubes and joints. The
sough tail lies in the grounds of Stoney Middleton Hall at a height of approximately 465 ft. 00 (SK 2318
7545).
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The Northern Swallets
The most westerly swallet to be considered is Duce Hole, at Grindlow (18127767). This was
penetrated by members of the B.S.A. into a choked stream passage, and it is said that the water flows
westwards, to resurge at Bradwell via Bagshaw Cavern .
Swevic House Swallet lies half a mile north west of Foolow, at 18697746. Permission to visit the
swallet is rarely granted, and rubbish is said to have been dumped there. The destination of its water is
uncertain, but it is remotely possible that this is the most westerly swallet whose water flows to Stoney
Middleton.
Waterfall Swallet lies half a mile north east of Foolow, in a large tree-lined shakehole at 1988 7705.
A considerable stream enters the shakehole on the north west side. This normally sinks at three points in
the shakehole floor, but during severe floods, as on 16th July 1973, water may back up above these small
choked fissures and escape into Waterfall Hole, a cave system with its entrance in the north east wall. The
stream is normally encountered 21 metres below the entrance, and can be followed through a chaos of
displaced and eroded blocks to a depth of 43 metres, where it disappears among boulders and mud.
Waterfall Swallet is developed on an east-west fault plane, in places mineralised and mined. The
fault divides into two components at the swallet, the more northerly branch passing eastwards through a
smaller shakehole. This is Little Waterfall Swallet (20037710), but the water outlet here is impenetrable.
Present attempts at further exploration are directed towards the probably union of the two streams underground. The water from Waterfall Swallet, and probably from the other swallets along thelShale margin
between here and Eyam, has long been known to reappear in Moorwood Sough.
Robey (1964) described Crosslow Cavern, which lay adjacent to the road a short distance to the
east at 2030 7706. An 18 metre shaft led to a large cavern which had been used as a washing floor for ore,
and was largely filled with miners 'deads'. Water in the cavern was stated to drain towards Waterfall 'Swallet.
The entrance has now been obliterated by the farmer.
Black Hole Swallet was a large depression at 204 772, which took a small stream. The stream sink
was impenetrable, but the depression has now been filled with rubble.
Hunger Hill Swallet lies closer to Eyam, immediately north west of Hunger Hill Farm, at 2096 7695.
It appeared to have taken considerable water after the flood of 16th July 1973, but the stream sink is hidden
under farm rubbish.
The small swallets in the floors of Eyam Dale and the Delph are very juvenile in character, the
water having, comparatively recently, found routes down joints into cave passages beneath. These passages
are part of the Carlswark Complex, a network of phreatic conduits developed at the base of a bed·of
limestone packed with large silicified brach iopods (Gigantoproductus) known as the Lower Shell Bed.
During the 16th July flood , the Delph stream appeared to swell at the more southerly swallet, rather than
diminish. It is possible that the main streamway, which lies only a short distance below the valley floor,
was so overpowered that water was forced back up the swallet.
Carlswark Cavern and Ivy Green Cave
Close inspection of Carlswark Cavern , and of the other smaller phreatic caves in the sides of Eyam
Dale, the Delph, and Middleton Dale, reveals that there have been several periods of cave development,
resulting in a succession of cave levels. These may be referred to, in order of development starting with the
highest, as the First Remnant Complex, the Second Remnant Complex, the Carlswark Complex, and the
Lower Complex. The Carlswark Complex is the most extensively known, and the majority of Carlswark
Cavern itself belongs to this level.
There are several entrances to Carlswark Cavern, those most frequently used being the Eyam Dale
Shaft (opposite the electricity sub-station) at 21857595, and a mined joint on Wonder Serin, a small north
east - south west trending vein, at the western end of the terrace known as 'The Gin' in Middleton Dale,
at 22087582. An easy scramble down the latter leads into the main phreatic passage (Smith 1971). The
Lower Shell Bed is prominent here, walls and roof of most of the passages being covered with etched out
fossil shells. This is Eyam Passage leading eastwards from the bottom of the Scrin entrance back towards
the cliff face. To the west, it soon enlarges, and a hole in the floor leads via a tube and a joint-oriented
rift down to a passage of the little known Lower Complex. A long deep sump at the bottom of the rift
must not be free dived; its other end can be reached through higher passages. A phreatic passage leads out
to the original Lower Entrance, which is also a flood resurgence, at 2207 7580.
Eyam Passage can be followed westwards to a large boulder choke, beyond ·w hich a r.ight turn
through a low and partly flooded passage brings one to a further junction. To the left is the large collapsed
area at the foot of the Eyam Dale Shaft. Beyond the collapse, the passages continue, but the western
section can only be reached by the nearby Merlin Mine. To the right access is gained to what is still known
as the 'New Series', although it was entered by the B.SA. in 1959. The major passage of the New Series is
the large and vandalised Stalactite Passage, reached by a duck, and lying roughly parallel to Eyam Passage,
lower down the dip slope. The passage ends at a rift, where a scramble down leads to the inner end of the
sump in the Lower Entrance Passage.
A very tight series leads northwards from Stalactite Passage. Known as the Dynamite Series, it
consists of a series of avens lying on joints trending north-west to south-east. The avens are connected by
phreatic tubes of varying size, but gene.rally very small. The Lower Shell Bed is left behind, and one
progressively climbs through the limestone sequence into passages developed at higher and higher ~orizons.
A large passage containing an extensive fill of miners 'deads' is reached at the top of a tight climb,
and soon leads to mine workings on Stub Serin. The choked bQttoms of shafts can be seen; their tops are
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close to, or under, the Eyam Dale road. The workings soon rejoin the natural passage, and three more avens
can be reached before the connecting tubes become too tight. A constricted dig is possible here.
The natural passages at high level in the vicinity of the mine workings lie at a similar horizon to
that on which Ivy Green Cave is developed . The entrance to the latter lies at the eastern end of 'The Gin' in
Middleton Dale, above mine workings at 2224 7580. The cave consists of a phreatic passage trending north·
westwards. It is heavily silted, but dedicated digging would probably connect it with the high level passages
of the Dynamite Series of Carlswark. These passages are part of the Second Remnant Complex.
An even higher development can be reached by climbing into a high level passage in the fourth
aven of the Dynamite Series. Traversing diagonally upwards through (in places) rather unstable looking
boulders gives access to a large passage at the top of yet another aven. Th is passage is referred to the First
Remnant Complex, and lies at the base of a limestone unit containing th ree persistent and closely spaced
chert bands. Below, the limestone is fine-grained, and contains many corals, and the bedding plane between
forms a useful marker horizon. The passage ends rather ludicrously, however, at a boulder choke through
which traffic can clearly be heard bumping over the oft-repaired bit of road halfway up Eyam Dale.
The bedding plane on which the passage lies can be seen plungi ng steeply below the road by a small
pUll-in at 21927606. It shows extensive bedding anastomosis, and a small cave entrance lies at this horizon
a short distance to the south.
The Merlin Mine
The entrance to the Merlin Mine lies high on the west side of Eyam Dale, just above the junction
with Middleton Dale, and it is from here that the more westerly passages of the Carlswark Complex can be
reached. The mine follows a pipe vein northwestwards, soon cross ing Sycamore Serin, on which levels run
to right and left. To the left are natural cavities at the level of the Second Remnant Complex, leading to a
15 metre blind pitch .
Stub Scrin is reached approximately 50 metres from the entrance. To the I eft are more Remnant
cav ities, while to the right three shafts are found in the floor. The second shaft is 9 metres deep, and a
further descent down a pile of boulders which were once, it seems, stempled into to roof, gives access to
several hundred feet of passages at the level ,of the Carlswark Complex. This series includes the very active
Merlin Streamway. Through most of the year, all that can be seen is a forbidding sump pool, and the stream
can be heard, through an impenetrab le bedding plane above water level, crashing into a rift. The route to
the stream is obvious at the bottom of the stopes, for it can nearly always be heard, to the west.
The right hand (downstream) sump is eight feet long, but si lted, and with a constricted entrance.
It leads to a low bedd ing cave, which the stream crosses before fa lling into a perrnanently flooded rift. The
outlet of the rift is tight, heavily silted, and dangerous.
The upstream sump is t ight, deep, and sixty feet long. When the streamway was first discovered , a
boulder cn'oked rift in the main stream beyond this sump was able to take all the water, and there was just
air space enough to wriggle through . Since that time, the weather has never been so dry, and the water has
never receded. The main streamway was followed to another sump, which was subsequently dived to more
encouragingly large streamway. The water from the Merlin Streamway reappears, like that from Waterfall
Swallet, in Moorwood Sough.
The largest component of the flow of this stream is almost certainly accumulated percolation water
over a long stretch of cave, for there are no large allogenic sinks to account for it. Dye testing revealed that
the water from Waterfall Swallet does not pass through the known streamway, suggesting the presence of a
separate system to the north. The water from the more southerly of the Delph Swallets was proved to
enter the streamway, and its point of entry was believed to have been reached by divers.
Prospects for further exploration are good , for there are high level passages in the Sump Pool
Chamber which are above the maximum water level. These are si lted, but excavation would almost certainly
by-pass the sumps. Care would have to be taken not to block the 'eight foot sump' with si lt.
To the east of Stub Scrin, passages can be followed back to t he blockage at the foot of the Eyam
Dale Shaft. This stretch shows features which are clearly indicative of the cave's history; the developmental
phases are shown in Fig. 2. During Phase 1, the water flowing at Lower Shell Bed level formed an elliptical
passage by phreatic solution. Retreat of the water led to the removal of hydrostatic pressure in the conduits,
and roof collapse began. the blocks being covered with the accumulating silt, as seen in Phase 2. Phase 3
represents a period of quiescence, when little water was flow ing underground . A glacia l phase is suggested
as a reason; this would account for the high rate of flowstone formation. When the ice sheets retreated,
extensive floodi ng took place, and the resultant secondary stream excavated a deep channel through the
layers of silt and flowstone. This phase was followed by retreat of the water to the present Merlin Streamway
route, and the passage was finally abandoned. Flowstone began to form on the remnants of earlier episodes,
and also on the floor of the new channel. Clean sections through this material can now be seen, with large
projecting cornices of flowstone . The stretch of well decorated passage was christened 'Giml i's Dream'.
The Delph
The small valley running parallel to, and west of Eyam Dale, known as the Delph, or Cucklet Da le,
has many small cave passages and mine levels in its walls. The largest system is Nicker Grove Mine
(incorrectly referred to as Great Cucklet Mine by Pearce (1974 ) ) high on the west side at 21557595. Like
the Merlin Mine, a pipe vein was followed northwestwards. This intersects a solution cavity developed on a
north west - south east trending joint, and continues to a choke of sticky mud . A 'vein' such as this is not
a pipe in the usual sense ; it is essential ly an open joint infilled with sediment. A large proportion of this
sediment in some cases may be derived from in situ hydrothermal veins,and is thus a valuable source of lead.
The Merlin Pipe, and the Watergrove Pipe are similarly developed .
4
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A shaft in the floor of the mai n level, roughly 75 metres from the entrance, leads to levels 8 and
16 metres lower. The lowest level leads to solution cavities close to the horizon of the Carlswark Complex.
These show confused directiona l scalloping, and may be abandoned and silted portions of the Carlswark
Complex, up·d ip from the present streamway. The -8 metre level leads via another large solution cavity
to a short shaft to daylight , with its top just above the valley floor.
Delph Hole (21637598), opposite Nicker Grove , shows Remnant Complex tubes intersected by
mining, though it is of little extent. A cave in Eyam Dale, almost directly above the Eyam Dale Shaft, was
recently excavated by members of the South Yorkshire Caving Club, and may represent the eastward
continuat ion of the Delph Hole tubes.
High on the west side of the Delph is the Cucklet Church, a series of through arches in a prominent
buttress, used by the Rector of Eyam , William Mompesson, for church services during the plague of 1665.
Th is is a very high development, and is probably a part of the First Remnant Complex, although it lies a
little above the exact horizon. Its appearance of vadose mod ification suggests that it may have lain near
the head of that system , being fed by sinks at the then more southerly shale margin.
The stream emerges from a narrow ravine, known as the Saltpan, at the head of the Delph. This
has all the features of a vadose streamway, with no roof. Its origin was probably as a stream passage, which
was downcut under vadose, and then surface conditions, to give the present form.
Halfway down the Delph, on the west side, some 5 metres above the valley floor, is a small cave
developed partly on the joint pattern. This may represent an early route by which the stream sank in the
valley floor, o r may have originated as a capture point by which water sank from the Second Remnant
Complex into the Carlswark Complex which was developing below. The water has now found new routes
in the present juvenile swallets.
Upper Middleton Dale
To the west of the Delph there are fewer high level caves, and beyond Farnsley Lane there are none
in the valley walls. Passages of the Carlswark Complex are still present, and may be qu ite mature. The t iny
entrance to Yoga Cave li es a few feet above the road, on the north side, just east of the sharp bend by Eyam
Quarries (21257589). The Lower Shell Bed is obvious in this cave, and some passages are very similar in
character to those of Ca rlswark Cavern itself. A t ight entrance crawl leads after just over 50 metres to
larger passages, including two large chambers. From here , the way on is blocked by mine workings in
Streak's Vein, so unstable that they should not be touched.
A few small blocked tubes are found at the same hori zon further to the west, but no major caves
are found unti I Lay-by Pot is reached. The 15 metre entrance shaft lies north of the road, opposite the
second lay-by west of Furness Quarry , at 20357600. The shaft intersects an abandoned stream passage
at the bottom, which runs east and west. To the east, the passage soon ends at a deposit of clay and boulders
in the valley floor, through which a narrow slabbed mine level continues for 60 metres to a ·complete
collapse. To the west, access can be ga ined to a bedding cave at a higher level. Thiscan be followed eastwards fo r a considerable distance to two large chambers. The crawl beyond the second chamber is silted to
the roof. The total length of the cave is approximately 350 metres. The Lower Shell Bed appears to be
poorly developed in the first large chamber, but does not exert the same influence over passage shape and
size as in the Carlswark Complex passages further to the east.
Beyond Lay -by Pot, the dale rapidly becomes shallower until it turns northeastwards as Linen Dale.
The only known cave here li es at the northern end of the valley, just south of the road to Foolow, at 1989
7696. It may be referred to as ' Linen Dale Cave'. A tight crawl was dug out for 13 metres to a small
chamber, where the way on is hopelessly blocked with boulders and mud. It is probably an old engulfment
point for water drain ing from the shale.
The south side of Middleton Dale reveals few caves. The most significant find here was Sarah's
Cave, exposed by quarry ing, and now removed. A well decorated passage was found, lying close to the level
ofthe Lower Shell Bed (Lord, 1971).
A mineshaft above the quarries, on Middleton Pasture, intersects a natural passage at the horizon of
the Second Remnant Complex, but this is hopelessly blocked with 'deads' and run in workings.
Coombs Dale
Coombs Dale has many small caves and mine workings in its walls, as well as the still functioning
Sallet Hole Mine. The only natural system of any size is Fatigue Pot (Collier's Peril Cave), which lies on the
north side of the valley at 2249 7473. Here, a tiny bedding controlled passage leads to the head of a tight
pitch, which can be descended in three steps to a passage developed along the bottom of the rift, running
no·rthwestwards ~ nto the hillside. This ends at a choke of huge boulders, but two crawls lead off to north
west and south east. The north west craw l is only 27 metres long, and turning is a considerable problem.
The south east crawl leads for nearly 100 metres to a small rift chamber, with further crawls to a well
decorated grotto, and a boulder choke in a small passage through which a draught emerges in hot weather.
The level of this choke is approximately 17 metres be low the valley floor, and would be a good but
exhausting prospect for digging, as the crawls are very arduous.
The Lower Shell Bed cannot be recognised in Coombs Dale, and a coral band appears to have taken
over its function as the principal horizon of cave development. It lies at a similar level, and is close to the
Lower Shell Bed stratigraphically. It is unfortunate that insufficient cave passages are known to allow a
sequence of events to be constructed.
Further west in Coombs Dale, at the confluence of two valleys, a large volume of water sinks in
wet weather in the vicinity of old mine workings. It was thought that this water flowed through immature
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passages close to the surface, but a carefu l survey of Fatigue Pot showed that passages at a considerable
depth are not flooded , and that the water table is much deeper than one would expect. The water table
has not been artificially lowered to th is depth by min ing, for there is mature flowstone in the lowest parts
of Fatigue Pot.
Other Areas
Longstone Moor is devoid of known caves or potholes. Abandoned swallows can be seen in a few
places where opencast fluorspar workings have exposed them, but all are full of glacial detritus. Just north
of Watersaw Rake, at 19257337 and 19287338, two small swallets take a considerable amount of water in
wet weather. East of the open cut on the rake, another small swallet lies in a small but pronounced
depression. The swallets appear to derive their water from the extensive cover of 'head' and peat. Current
excavations here may reveal something of interest. Whether this drainage flows eastwards below Coombs
Dale, or westwards towards Lumb Hole, in Cressbrook Dale, is uncertain. Percolation tests are needed to
determine the extent of these two catchment areas .
Hay Dale has no known caves, but the valley sides are covered with a th ick scree, and any entrances
are likely to be buried.
Cressbrook Dale has a few small high level caves, but everything is either tight, mined out and
collapsed, or heavily silted. Lingard's Cave lies high on the west flank near Litton, at 17067506, and
consists of a chamber from which short descents into blocked mined sections may be made . This is part of
a phreatic system long abandoned, collapsed, and silted.
Bull Tor Cave and Ravencliffe Cave lie high on the east side above Ravensdale Cottages. Neither is
of great extent, but Ravencliffe Cave has been archaeologically excavated, and yielded interesting
Palaeol ithic implements. These were associated with remains of woolly rhinoceras, horse, reindeer, and
bear (Fox, 1910; Braislford, 1959; Bramwell, 1973). The finds are among the oldest archaeological remains
in the Peak District.
Abandoned resurgence passages are found opposite Lumb Hole, at 1723 7312. Digging here in the
past has been unrewarded. These caves appear to be controlled by the presence of an underlying lava, in the
same way as the active resurgence of Lumb Hole. The structure of the apparent catchment area makes it
difficult to form any conclusions regarding the nature of this watercourse, and a very ambitious project
would have to be mounted to penetrate it , judging by past efforts. When the water is low, it is possible to
crawl into the lower entrance of Lumb Hole for a short distance, but the way is blocked by large boulders.
The upper entrance, a few feet above, can be followed for some way to an uncomfortable end, again among
large boulders. The stream can be heard here, at a lower level.
The dip in the northern part of Cressbrook Dale is to the north, into the basin of Wardlow Mires,
and it is probable that the drainage of the moors on either side of the valley is down-dip into the basin. The
centre of the basin is occupied by a shale outlier, and the water resurges at its margi n, collects to form an
integrated stream, and flows down the dale to the Wye. It appears that this down dip dra inage may have
been responsible for the large amount of water encountered in Watergrove Mine, which now flows eastwards
via Watergrove Sough. It is also possible that the large flow of the Merl in St reamway may originate on the
dip slope.
SPELEOGENESIS
Developmental conclusions can only be drawn at present for the caves of Middleton Dale, where it
appears that four distinct periods of phreatic solution occurred. During the earliest period, the shale cover
was far more extensive, and only a relatively small area of li mestone was exposed . A large catchment area
gave rise to streams which sank, in the vicinity of Eyam, into swallets at the head of the First Remnant
System, now represented by the Cucklet Church, probably the Sa ltpan, and the highest levels of Carlswark
Cavern. The high level passages of Carlswark represent development just below the water table of this time,
and the resurgence of th is system probably lay in the reg ion of the mouth of Middleton Da le.
The second phase occurred after more shale had been removed, diminish ing the catchment areas,
and loweri ng the base level of the limestone massif. The downstream passages of the first system began to
degrade as the water was pirated by juvenile passages at a lower level, and shallow valleys began to form on
the limestone. Their position was determined partly by the position of cave networks, and partly by the
influence of a drainage pattern developed on the now removed shale cover. More sinks opened towards the
west as the shale cover receded , and the passages of the Second Remnant Complex were initiated. Ivy Green
Cave, the majority of the Dynamite Series of Carlswark Cavern, and the highest natural passages of the
Merl in Mine belong to this level.
A further phase of erosion left the second system above the water table, and filled its passages with
varying amounts of debris derived from the surrounding shale and .gritstone. The Wardlow Mires outlier was
probably at th is time still connected to the main shale outcrop, so that the active allogenic sinks lay as far
west as Linen Dale, migrating northwards with the shale margi n, and giving rise to the present irregular
valley as successive shakeholes degraded . Water now flowed eastwards along developing conduits at the level
of the Carlswark Complex, and reappeared at base level, in Middleton Dale, just west of Stoney Middleton.
The sha le cover retreated further, and the main sink finally established itself in its present position
on the Crosslow Fault System, so that some of the more easterly passages of the Carlswark Complex were
abandoned. The Lower Complex began to carry water to the resurgence, wh ich is likely to have been the
present Lower Entrance to Carlswark Cavern. The majority of this complex is st ill flooded, and attempts to
explore it further have so far failed.
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It has often been assumed that the pre-Moorwood Sough resurgence of the Waterfall Swallet stream
was the Lower Entrance to Carlswark Cavern, but Short (1734) described the entrance, and the passages
within, exactly as they are known today, except that the size of the entrance has been reduced tothe
present grovel by rubbish tipping_
Short's description runs as follows: "A little west of this is Charleswork, this has a Majestic
Appearance, lies at the Foot of a very steep Rock, ninety three Yards High, and five Yards above the Level
of the Brook, its Entry is six Yards high and eight wide, here you walk on for forty two Yards and a half,
where you arrive at an unpassable deep stagnant Lake, thi s Cave reaches quite thro ug h the Mountains and
opens into Eynedale, which is above half a Mile; by another of its Grottoes , it opens near Fowlow which
is a Mile and a half, passing quite under Eyan church."
The entrance could not then have been a resurgence, for water must flow up-dip to reach it, and
the passages would certainly have been completely inaccessible . Moorwood Sough was not carrying this
water in 1734, and the stream must therefore have already aba ndoned Carlswark's Lower Entrance. No
definite conclusions can yet be drawn regarding the position of the actual resurgence, but it is hoped that
further work will help to complete the picture.
All the phreatic passages in the area which are of any size lie roughly parallel to the strike of the
beds, sloping very gently towards the east. Scalloping generally indicates flow from west to east, except in
the smaller passages which may connect larger passages at 90° to the strike . Since it appears that phreatic
passages are formed only a short distance below th e water table, this is what might be expected; the main
conduits would develop on the dip slope of a preferred bedding plane, just down dip from the intersection
of the bedding plane with the water table of the time. As the water table was lowered by erosion, a
succession of parallel passages would develop at lower and lower positions on the d ip slope. Lower bedding
planes would also be opened, and later lowering of the water table would allow formation of a new complex
at a lower horizon in the limestone sequence. As each passage was abandon ed , most of the 'dry' passages
would be silted by flood waters which re-invaded them via the smaller down-dip connections. One route
generally remains open to cope with such floods. Further exploration of Carlswark may reveal the latest
passages in the succession.
If high level passages should be discovered in the other small er valleys of the area, and the active
routes finally explored, it may be possible to construct similar sequences of events for them.
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SOTSBACK CAVE. THE LARGEST KNOWN CAVERN IN SWEDEN.
by Ulf Hellden

ABSTRACT
A karst area on Artfjallet, Lapland, northern Sweden, was investigated for morphology, hydrology and chemical processes
during the period 1970-1972. It includes the largest known cavern in Sweden, the Sotsback Cave, described herein with a
summary of the morphology, hydrology and chemical processes of the area. Parts of the cave, which is situated in an arctic
environment, are supposed to be of late glacial to post-glaCial age and sub-glacial origin . In part icular the significance of
mix"<:orrosion, corrosion, and cavitation erosion are discussed.

I NTRODUCTI ON
A karst area on Artfjiillet (Fig. 1) was investigated for morphology, hydrology and chemical
processes during the period 1970-1972. The karst area is situated in the Caledonian Mountain range, south
of Lake Over-Uman in the county of Viisterbotten. This paper deals mainly with the Sotsbiick Cave, the
largest known cavern in Sweden.
GEOLOGY
The bedrock is an integral part of the low-grade metamorphic series of the Seve-Kol'i nappe,
bordering the high-9rade metamorphic bedrock of the Rodingfjeld nappe. The former is mainly composed
of micaceous schists, phyllites, greenstones, migmatites, quartzites and limestones (Kulling 1955). The
karst belt, which is 2.4 km 2 in area, is built up of partly crystalline, folded limestones, probably of
Ordovician age forming beds varying in thickness from a few cm to more than 0.5 m. The karst beds are
surrounded by migmat itic greenschists interspersed with winding bands of quartz. The contact zone
between the limestone and greenschist consists of calcareous and quartzose phyllite. The chemical
composition of the limestone varies considerably in the area and the bedrock is sometimes dolomitic
(Hel/den 1974 a).
The top parts of the succession strike in a north-easterly direction but at the tree line they turn off
in a west-north-westerly direction in the form of a large fold. As the strata are deeply folded, the dip
fluctuates and its values vary from about 10-50° having a mean value of about 35°W (Fig. 2). The joints
strike NNW to NE.
During the maximum of the latest glaciation parts of t~e inland ice moved from E to W or WNW in
this region, which was situated to the west of the ice divide. As the thickness of the ice sheet gradually
decreased due to melting at the end of glaciation, the highest summits were laid bare above the ice surface
and acted as barriers deflecting the ice flow. At a more advanced stage of deglaciation the ice is thought to
have been channelled by the main valleys and to have formed valley glaciers. These gradually retreated
towards the east thereby creating the pre-requistites for the formation of large ice-dammed lakes in the
valleys.
The til/ cover within the limestone zone has a depth varying from zero to about 30 cm above the
tree line, and between 30 and 40 cm below this level. The till is sometimes under lain by a thin layer of
frost weathered soil. About 75% of the area above the tree line is covered with soil, while the area below is
almost entirely covered.
CLIMATE
The climate of the area belongs to the type ETH , tundra climate, according to Koppen's classification
(Koppen 1936). The mean annual precipitation is 1 000 mm and the mean annual temperature -2.2°C.
The coldest month of the year is January (- 16.0°C) and the warmest July (+9 .2° C) (Hellden 1973). Only
five months of the year are frost-free. It sh ould be noted that no permafrost now exists in the region.
MORPHOLOGY
Since the morphology of the area has been dealt with earlier by Hellden (1973,1974 a, 1974 b), only
a brief summary of the subject is given below.
The karst zone (Fig. 3) has partly been formed through selective glacial erosi on, which has given
rise to a step-like morphology. Because of corrosive action and frost weathering a karst landscape has
developed, characterized by pronounced karst depressions, karren and a highly differentiated subterranean
drai nage system.
The landscape forms have been processed statistically and presented by means of morphometric
parameters (Hellden 1974 a, 1974 b). The results give reliable info rmation regarding the landscape which,
alth ough an arctic one, is strongly karstified and displays a large number of k.arst features. The depression
density is great (57/km2) even if the size of the depressions is relatively small (PI ate 1, fig. 1). Different
types of karren occur but they are fairly rare. The results of morphometric analyses from the karst area of
Artfjiillet, which can be classified as glacio -nival mountain karst according to Sweeting's (1972) classification,
indicate that karst in arctic environments is not always characterized by such a lack of surface karst
phenomena as suggested, amongst others, by Corbel (1957, 1960), Bogli (1960) and Sweeting (1972).
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HYDROLOGY
The hydrological data of the area have been presented by Hellden (1973, 1974a, 1974b). Only a
short summary is given here.
None of the allochthonous streams that reach the karst belt flow over more than about 100 m
limestone before they disappear in a swallet (Fig. 3). The whole drainage pattern is subterranean except
during the snow melt period at the en9 of May and beginning of June, when autochthonous meltwater can
give rise to small streams. Of the swallets marked on the map (F ig. 2), SI, S2 and S3 absorb at least 95%
of the allochthonous water discharge. The rest of the swallets are more or less interm ittent and mainly
function during the snow melt period.s l takes the largest stream t hat reaches the limestone area.
In order to find the connection between different swallets and springs and to obtain an idea of the
chcrracteristics of the underground drainage system, tracing experiments were carried out with Rhodamin B.
The experiments showed that SI , S2 and S3 were connected to the karst spri ng U 1 (Plate 1, fig. 2).
U l has a calculated annual mean water discharge of 105 I/s and supplies water all the year round.
During a one week measuring period in December 1971, after more than one month's frost an average
water discharge of 50 I/s was recorded. The average during the period September-April has been roughly
estimated at 25 I/s, which is thought to be a m inimum va lue. Du ring the period June-August 1971 an
average of 275 I/s was recorded. Most of the wint er f low originates from snow and ice melting in the
contact zone between a relatively warm cave atmosphere and the zero isotherm. During snow melt at the end
of May and the beginning of June up to 60% of t he outflow at Ul may consist of percolation water. This
value decreases rapidly and at the beginn ing of August it is only 1-2%. The water swa ll owed by swallets SI,
~ and S3 constitutes the rest.
LIMESTONE SOLUTION INTENSITY
Methods and results of the investigati ons regard ing chem ical processes and limestone solution
intensity have been presented by Hellden (1973, 1974b). A short summary of the results is given here:
Water samples were collected from differe nt parts of the drainage area once or twice a day during
the period May-August and during one wee~ in December 1971 and analysed within an hour for total
hardness, alkalinity and pH_ Total hardness was found to vary between about 10 and 30 mg GaG0 3 /litre
at the swallets and 20-55 mg GaC0 3 at the karst spring Ut . It was also found that total hardness and
carbonate hardness, in mg GaG0 3 /1, are inversely dependent on water discharge. The relationship can be
expressed by the function y =ax b . Its graphic manifestat ion seems in the first place to be dependent on
water temperature and the characteristics of the drainage system. This relationship must be used when
calculating the limestone solution intensity.
The GaG0 3 transport from limestone area A (1_09 km 2 ) was calculated on the basis of water
discharge measurements and the above mentioned relationship (Table 1) . It was found that no less than
67% of the annual GaG0 3 transport takes place during the period May-July when the amount of percolation
water in the subterranean dra inage system is greatest. The chemical denudation is relatively high (28 mm/
1000 years) compared with resu lts from other arctic regions and also compared with some other results
from warmer latitudes. Further, the analyses indicate that the water reach ing the outlets is still aggressive.

Table 1. ' GaG0 3 transport from li~estone area A (1 .09 km 2 ) (Hellden 1973)
Period

May
June
July
August
Sept.-April
Total

water discharge
at U 1 (I/s)
225
425
155
75
25

water temp .

transp .
m3

°c
+ 0.9
+ 3 .0
+ 8 .8
+ 8.3
+ 2.0

7.2
10.0
3 .2
2.0
8.0
30.4

% of annual
t ransp .
23.7
32.9
10.5
6 .6
26.3
100.0

30.4 m 3 /year = 27.9 mm/1 000 years.
SOTSBAcK CAVE
Within the karst area there are about 30 caves varying considerably in size. The smallest are so
minute that there is only room for a grown-up man with difficu lty , while the la rgest are penetrable for
20-30 m. The major part, with two exceptions, has been formed in connecti on with collapse dolines. The
two exceptions are the passages that lead into the limestone massif from the foss il outlets marked on the
map (F ig. 3).
A conspicuous exception to the above mentioned sma ll caves is the Sotsbikl< Cave, which by its
size and richness in form constitutes something unique in Sweden. The cave, which is an integral part of
the subterranean dra inage system of the karst area , was d iscovered in 1966 by two members of the Swedish
Speleological Society (SSF), Yngve Freij and Ebbe Johansson , and since then has been subjected to intensive
invest igation under the auspices of the SSF. A provisiona l map was completed in 1969 by Freij and
Johansson (Sjoberg 1970) and the total length of the cave passages was measured to 1650 m by the SSF,
which makes this cave the largest known in Sweden, even larger than th~ Lummelul!~a ~Gaye in Gotland
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(1350 m) and the Lullihatjlirro Cave (1110 m) to the north or Torne Trask in Lapland (Freij et al. 1971).
When new passage systems were discovered after 1969, the entire cave was surveyed by the author in the
summer of 1971. At the same time all the passage systems and the ground surface above the cave were
levelled (Figs. 4-5). Given below is an overall description of the extent , morphology and climate of the
cave and its genesis and age are d iscussed.
Methods of measurement
The plan has been constructed from measurements with tape and compass and the map was drawn
on drawing plastic in the cave. In order to check that the tape was held horizontally during the measurements a spirit level was used. The distance between the entrance (SI ) and the innermost part of the cave
below the collapse doline "Devil's Crater" (520 m) (Plate 1, fig . 1), was measured twice and a difference of
2.5 m was obtained.
The levelling in the cave was made with the help of a meridian mirror and levelling staff. After
levelling the main passage between SI and the innermost part of the cave twice a difference of 2.0 m was
obtained for a vertical difference of 110m. The obtained values agree very well with those presented on
Freij and Johansson's map. Climatic data were collected during the summers of 1970 and 1971 and during
a week in December of 1970; first and foremost they cover temperature and air humidity, which were
recorded by means of seven thermohydrographs stationed in different parts of the cave system. The
levelling took place on the basis of a barometer-fixed point at the cave entrance. The orientation of the
s-surfaces was measured with a compass with clinometer needle about every ten metres.
The Cawe'Pattern
The Sotsback Cave can be divided into two complexes which are (1) the large main passage A-AE,
which is drained by the stream swalled at SI with its outlet at U l , and (2) the complexes of passages
situated above the ma in passage and marked on the map with dotted lines (Figs. 4 -5). The latter complexes
of passages are named "fossil" and differ from the main passage because of disparate morphology,
temperature and air humidity and because of the absence of concentrated water flows.
The main passage A-AE begins at the collapse swallet SI, which is more or less snow-covered right
up to the beginning of August, and then, it roughly follows the strike of the limestone in a curve as far as the
collapse doline "Devil's Crater" to which it is connected (Plate 1, fig. 4). For a distance of about 90 m
between the entrance and the 12.5 m waterfall at D the main passage runs along a,fissure widened by
erosion, then it intersects the limestone layers almost at right angles and runs parallel to their strike. The
passage is 1-2 m wide and between 2.5 and 7.5 m high (Plate 1, fig.3). At the waterfalls D-F it widens
forming two large chambers and then it continues almost horizontal. For afull 115m long distance between
the entrance and F the main passage sinks via rapids and waterfalls about 60 m of the total fall of 110 m.
Along the same distance the dip of the s-surfaces in the strike direction of the fold axes varies between 0°
a'nd 50°, the mean value being 11 ° and at F it becomes almost horizontal.
The roughly 230 m long stretch F-T is characterized by the fact that the passage runs almost
horizontal and is chiefly excavated along the bedding planes of the limestone. The strata are slightly and
irregularly folded but, nevertheless, they display a trend towards gently dipping in the direction of the
passage and fold axis, but contrary to the inclination of the floor profile, this time in the direction towards
the entrance A. Thus, it has proved impossible to find any reference surface in the stratification of the
limestone that can be followed for more than about 100 m. The cross section of the passage varies in form,
but unless it has been affected by fissures or downfalls, it often assumes the form of a circle or ellipse.
The form is .usually modified by fissures and thereby becomes elongated in their direction . At certain
places the present subterranean brook has eroded a groove 0.5-2.0 m deep in the floor of the circular
passage.
Between T and X the dip of the s-surfaces in the di rection of the fold axes again shows higher
values and the passage is lowered via three rapids some 13 m over a d istance of 25 m. At U and V there
are two ponds not qu ite two metres deep and with a diameter of some 5 metres. The two chambers with
the ponds assume the shape of potholes. For the last 25 m before the first pond the passage zigzags which
to a certain extent reminds one of a meandering system.
Between X and A the passage has resumed its almo,st horizontal direction but is interrupted between
Y and Z by a collapse. At A, 45 m below the ground surface and about 85 m lower than the point A, the
underlying bedrock consisting of phyllitic greenschist is laid bare for the first time. Itis on this surface that
the water runs when it finally disappears into the collapse accumulation from the collapse doline "Devil's
Crater" about 1 0 m ,past AE. The passage broadens at A simultaneously as the height of the roof gradually
decreases until it becomes so low that it is impossible to follow the main passage any longer. Immediately
below AE its width is 7 m and its height slightly less than one metre. At AE the cave is connected to the
35 m "Devil's Crater", which is covered with snow during the major part of the year.
As mentioned earlier, the fossil systems differ from the main passage chiefly because of absence of
running water. They consist of the so called "Lergrottan" (j-k-I) which is isolated but probably connected
to the Sotsbiick Cave, to the passage system that is connected to the main passage at Sand K, the chamber
above T and also the system that is connected to the main passage at O. In addition, there are minor
passages at the entrances C, E, F, H, I, P, Q and S. They all have one thing in common, they once functioned
as drainage channels, but have since become dry. The aPPearance of the passages varies. If they have peen
developed in connection with fissures, which is very often the case with the passage system a-h, the
passages are narrow and high. When they have mainly been created along bedding planes, they are often
ellipse-shaped and elongated in the dip d irection. They may, however, have been modified by small
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collapses and then they have assumed a rectangular cross section. "Lergrottan" and the passages that
probably connect the fossil outlet Uf with t he inner fossil passage system, are mainly of the two latter
passage types. Heavy collapses give rise to vaulted roofs since the effect of these is that as great a
resistance as possible is obtained. The majority of the large chambers of the cave have some time or other
been subjected to collapses, and therefore their roofs usually assume a more or less vaulted form. T may
be cited as an example ofthe fossil system above. The passage system at 0 is a hybrid product and,
accordingly, it has been affected by both joint cracks, bedding planes and collapses in the course of its
formation. Large parts of the fossil systems are characterized by weathered walls with a coating of
weatheri ng residue 1·3 cm thick.
Erosional forms
The relative significance of corrasion and corrosi on in the formation of caves and the ero'sional
forms within caves has been discussed since the end of the 19th century (Davis 1930; Malott 1937; Jennings
1971). After measu remen ts of transported sedi ments and corrosion in England, Newson (1971) arrived at
the conclusion that mechanical erosion is of great importa nce when the main passages of a cavern are
form ing. Th is primaril y applies to extremely high water discharges when the content of insoluble transported
material in the water may exceed the chemical transport. The ample occurrence of circular passages and
erosional phenomena of the same size and form on walls, floors and roofs in most caves, however, is
interpreted as proof that chemical erosion far exceeds mechanical. The erosional forms found in the
Sotsbiick Cave also speak in favour of the predominance of chemical erosion. Yet, certain phenomena
suggest that the importance of corrasion must not be neglected. Although the Water both at the inlet SI
and outlet U 1 has been crystal·clear at every water discharge, large parts of the subterranean stream channel
are covered by sand, gravel and well rounded stones and blocks. Most of this cover is made up of collapse
material, which has been reworked by the water and consists of limestone, quartzite and schist.
The so·called cavitation process is probably of some importance when the morphology of the
subterranean systems is developed both in phreatic and vadose circumstances. Th is process is based on the
fact that when the water pressure falls below the vapour pressure, gas bubbles appear which could not
develop under excess water pressure. Condensat ion of bubbles, which takes place by implosion, gives rise
to a push wave with an eroding effect. Changes in pressure may be caused by fluctuations in the water
velocity. Increased velocity results in decreased water pressure, while decreased water velocity gives higher
pressure (Alonso et al. 1972). Accordi ng to Hjulstrom's (1935) calculat ions the crit ical velocity value that
the water has to reach to force the water pressure below its vapour pressure can be fixed at 12 m/s for zero
degree water at 760 mm atmospheric pressure. Such high water velocities are very rare in nature but can
be exceeded in rapids and waterfalls. According to Hjulstrom, water reaches a velocity of 15 m/s at a free
fall of 11.5 m. Under high hydrostati<; pressure the subglacial melt water may also, according to Hjulstrom,
be expected to reach velocities faster than the critical cavitation velocity . In an underground drainage
system there exist many possibilities of velocity and pressure changes in the water. The results of the
cavitation process may therefore be expected to occur in connection with waterfalls and rapids, where
narrow passages broaden or where fairly narrow water·bearing systems lead into passages of greater
dimensions, provided that the changes in water velocity are sufficient. Therefore, the process may be
complementary to the mixture corrosion introduced by Bogli (1964) and may probably give rise to the
same kind of passage modifications as those described by him.
Apart from the passages themselves, the erosive forms comprise waterfalls, rap ids , pot holes,
scallops, solution pockets al')d cave karren.
Passages
Circu la r or elliptical passages have been developed under hydrostatic pressure. Owing to their form
they offer the least possible resistance to water and have arisen when an original water·bearing fissure was
widen symmetrically, mainly by corrosion. This type of passage is also named a phreatic passage (Lehmann
1932, Thrai Iki II 1968). According to 80gli (1965) the development of elliptical passages largely takes place
when water of different hardness, partly from the main passage, partly from a fissure or bedding plane that
intersects the main passage , is mixed resulting in the mixture corrosion (Mischungskorrosion). A fissure or
bedding plane that intersects a c ircular passage, causes zones of weakness in the passage and therefore it is
natural that the circle owing to selective erosion is transformed into an ellipse elongated in the direction of
the fissure or bedding plane . Examples of circular and first and foremost elliptical passages are found
between 0 and S and in the fossil system that joins the main passage at O.
At the moment the water level in a passage system is lowered and air can circulate above the water
surface, th.e phreatic passage is transformed. Free running vadose water deepens the circular passages by
both corrosion and corrasion. These gradUal ly become more or less triangular, the apex of the triangle
upwards, dependi ng on how rapidly the water level is changed. Under certain circumstances a passage may
retain its circular or elliptical form in its top portions, while the lower part is modified by erosion along
fissures and/or bedd ing planes (Plate 2, fig. 1).
Waterfalls and rapids
Waterfalls and rapids are to be found at A·F, T·X and A-O in connection with the fact that the
s·surfaces of tbe bedrock dip more steeply than usua l in the direction of the fold axes. The erosion is
both mechanical and chemical (Plate 2, fig. 2).
Potholes
Potholes have arisen in association with waterfalls and rapids . Among the largest ones the ponds U
and V can be noted. In the inner parts of the fossil passage at C a number of potholes with a diameter of
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0.4-0.8 m and a depth of about 1 m can be found, on the bottom where gravel, stones and blocks of
greenschist and quartzite have been left. Therefore, mechanical erosion can have been of certain significanc.e
in their genesis. To which extent pebbles have contributed to the formation of the potholes is, however,
very difficult to judge taking into account that there are features of almost corresponding size and form
both on walls and roofs in certain sections of the cave (et solution pockets) (Plate 3, fig.1).
Scallops
Scallops, usually 2-10 cm long and 2-3 cm deep, may occur in large groups on walls, floors and
roofs in the Sotsbiick Cave. They are seen in both phreatic and vadose passages. Much has been written
about the origin and varying size of the scallops. One author has, among other things, maintained the
great importance of abrasion and that there is probably a connection between the size and age of the
scallops (Maxon 1940; Davis 1963; Glennie 1963). However, after laboratory experiments it is possible
to state that the distance between the ridges of the scallops is inversely related to water velocity (Curl 1966,
1973; Goodchild et al. 1971). It has also been shown that they can be developed without any i nfl uence
of abrasion. In th e Sotsbiick Cave the fact that one can find scallops on the roof of certain passages which,
where form or size are concerned, do not differ from those developed on walls or floors, indicates that
corrosive power is sufficient for their formation.
Scallop patterns developed in limestone strata and interrupted by more than half a metre of
projecting thin layers of phyllitic greenschist, point to the same conclusion of solutional development
(Plate 2, fig. 3; Plate 3, fig. 2).
Solution pockets
Solution pockets are small cavities, which in most cases occur in association with narrow cracks
both on walls, floors and roofs. The diameter and depth vary between 5 cm and· 50 cm. According to
B6gli (1960) they have been formed by mixture corrosion under phreatic conditions. Vortices in connection
with fissures and rough surroundings together with corrasive influence (very small) of suspended material
may have been significant.
Cave Karren
By cave karren the author means ~arren grooves developed along some of the cave wall s due to
water trickling out of cracks, which is still aggressive enough to dissolve CaC0 3 • They appear in great
numbers between G and I.
Accumulative deposits
The accumu·lative deposits consist of allochthonous material, i.e. sediments that have been brought
into the cave by vadose or phreatic water, and autochthonous material. Autochthonous material is material
that originates in the limestone massif itself but has been redeposited in the cave. Among those are different
types of limestone deposits, collapse accumulations and insoluble residual material left after the limestone
has been dissolved.
Allochthonous material
The largest accumulation of allochthonous sediments is found in the fossil system connected to the
main passage at O. Vast areas of the chamber more than 15 m long and 10-1.5 m wide at p-r are covered by
2-4 m sandbanks. The banks are neatly stratified and have also discordant layers. The soi I particle size
varies in the different layers between fine sand/very fine sand and coarse gravel. The major component,
however, is coarse sand. The vertical walls in the blind side passage between p and q are covered from floor
to roof by a sand layer of 3 cm to 50 cm thickness. The layer is neatly stratified and enti rely intact, although
the space between the walls of the narrow passage, which must have previously been filled with sand, can
only have been eroded by running water or have been laid bare by some kind of collapse of the underly ing
strata. The strength of the sand layer is explained by the sand grains being cemented together by precipitated
CaC0 3 • The sediments have been transported to their position during an earlier phase of the history of the
cave before the running water left the fossil systems and developed its recent drainage channels.
Clay material which has been brought into the cave by percolation water from the ground surface
is something between allochthonous and autochthonous material. Clay material can be mixed with soil
from the ground surface, fissures and weathered residuum left by solution of the limestone. This type of
sediment is formed mainly in the parts of the cave that are situated nearest the ground surface, e.g.
"l.ergrottan" (Clay Cave) and parts of the fossil systems.
Weathf!ring residuum
Weathering residuum is to be found in portions of the fossil systems occurring as 0.5-3 cm thick
layers of varying colours and composition. In the fossil side-passage entering the main passage at C walls,
floors and roofs are covered by a 2-3 cm thick yellow-brown layer of porous,.water-bearing material.
Below this the limestone assumes its normal appearance. The calcium content of the material is low
(Table 2). The weathering matter is probably made up of residium developed when condensing water has
dissolved the limestone. To a certain extent very slowly down-trickling percolation water have contributed
to the solution and transport of CaC0 3 _ The whole weathering process has to take place extremely slowly
so that the weathering matter may be left more or less in situ.
At the big collapse accumulation Y-Z, heaps up to one metre thick of an apparently grey, clayey
and hydrated material can be seen. It has no sedimentary character but is rather granular and has in all
probability developed in SitU. Big blocks, stones and fragments of limestone and schist are embedded in the
material. Blocks, stones and fragments of limestone are often covered with a 0.1-1.0 cm layer of phyllitic
schist on the side facing towards the roof. After soil texture analyses of the "clayey" matter it proved to
be sand-fine gravel. The weight percentage of material finer than fine sand amounted to nearly 40%, while
the portion of coarse sand/fine gravel was more than 45%. The chemical composition is evident fromTable 2_
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Table 2. Chemical composition of weathering residium. (1) weathering resid uum from the fossil sidepassage at C ; (2) weathering residuum from the collapse accumulation Y-Z.
Sample

1.

2.

% CaO

3 .5
6.3

% MgO

%Fe2 0 3 + FeO

6.3
3 .9

4.2
4.7

%C0 2

12.8
6.6

Misc.
(inc. Si0 2 ,Na2 0,A1 2 0 3

)

73.2
77.5

Collapse accumulations
Collapse accumulations occur al most everywhere in the cave (Plate 2 , fig. 4) . They comprise
everyth ing from sm al l st ones and blocks fallen from walls and roofs to the collapse of huge roof sections .
The largest accumulations of collapse material can be found at Y-Z, the collapse funnel at 0 ,
which connects the ma in passage with the above fossil passage systems, and also at the connection between
the "Devil's Crate r" and the main p assa ge. In these zones enormous limestone layers have loosened along
the bedd ing planes , fallen onto the floor and broken into pieces. When parts of the collapsed matter have
been dissolved and transported away, the result has been enlarged chambers often with vaulted roofs.
Collapses at the cave entrance A and the col la pse zone at b and the "Devil's Crater" are caused by
corrosion and to a high degree by frost weathering. The temperature in these collapse zo nes is about O° C
during long spells in the six winter months.
Calcium carbonate precipitations
The most frequent calcium carbonate precipitation in the Sotsback Cave is the straw sta lactite
whose length ranges from 3 cm to 10 cm and diameter between 5 and 10 mm ; there are also some helictites,
or so called eccentric dripstones, to be seen (Plate 3, fig. 4). Accord ing to Moore (1954) helictites are
created by water that trickles out of microscopic cracks under hydrostat ic pressure . The flow velocity is
so low that water drops are not formed, and therefore the force of gravity does not affect the
preci pitation of the calci um carbo.nate.
One more type of formation th at is independent of grav ity is represented by blocks and walls in
parts of the fossil system connected to the main passage at b. In these places CaC0 3 precipitations, 2-3 cm
high, consisting of red -yellow spheres with a diameter of 3-7 mm have been formed. The spheres are
fastened to the bedrock with tapering stalks. The stalks are only about one mm thick at their base.
Similar formations have been described under the name of "cave coral" or "popcorn" by among others
Thrailk ill (1965) and they are supposed to be genetically closely related to helictites (Plate 3, fig. 3).
CaC0 3 precipitation s on clay and sand in the shape of cm-Iong stalactite formations are not uncommon
(Plate 3, fig . 5).
The majority of the CaC0 3 precipitations found in the cave occur between Y and A and in the
fossil system situated above b. The total number of stalactites has been estimated at over 200, with an
average length of about 10 cm . Only one stalagmite, between sand t, has been found and its height is
about 10 cm.
Th e climate of the cave
During the summer months the temperature along the ma in passage A-AE ranges from 5 to 10° C
with a mean value of ca +8 °C just before the waterfall D. Then, the temperature drops slowly and at A it
varies between 4-5° C. The inner parts of the cave are strongly affected by cold air, which makes its way
down from the snow covered "Devil's Crater". The air hum idity along the main passage shows values
between 90 and 100%. During measurements in the winter of 1970 the temperature was almost stab ili zed
at +2° C apart from the entrance and the innermost parts, where it fluctuated around zero. During the
same period the air humidity was ca 90%. During the winter and summer the fossil system had
temperatures of 0 -3 ° C and an air humidity of 80-90%.
When visiting the cave at the beg inning of December 1970 and 1971 it was almost filled with snow
up to the roof for a di stance of ca 30 m from the entrance. Between the snow surface and the roof there
was a narrow warm-air channel which conveyed warm air towards the entrance .
Discussion and comparisons
There is no reason for assuming that the different levels of the cave, represented by the older fossil
systems and the younger main pa ssage, are the result of two d ifferent phases in the development of the
cave . Owing to the posit ion and morphology of the passages and the str ike and d ip of the bed rock one may
presume that the water, when erosion had continued by stages, eroded deeper down in the dip direction of
the layers along fissures and bedding planes and eventually rendered the upper passage systems qu it e dry.
At the moment when the passages with phreatic origin became so w ide that their water-beari ng capacity
exceeded the water supply, their form were modified by vadose water and the erosion was concentrated on
their floors, which has cont ributed further to the fact that the higher passage systems were left without
water. It has been impossible to relate the levels of the passage systems to fluctuations in the erosion base
level, as has been the case in karst areas, e.g. in England and in Czechoslovakia (Warwick 1960; Waltham
1971 ; Stelcl 1963).
Comparing Sotsback Cave w it h the caves on Torne Trask described by Rasmusson (1957) there is
conformity regarding morphology and the dependence of the caves on fissures and bedd ing planes .
Rasmusson thinks that the main phase of the development of the Lullihatjarro Cave in all probability dates
from the recession period of the latest inland ice.
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The Norwegian karst caves are considered to have arisen during or after the latest glaciation (Oxaal
1914,1918; Horn 1935, 1947; Hjorthen 1968). The presence of ground water circulation in limestone in
a permafrost environment has been proved on West Spitsbergen by among others Orvin (1944) and
Baranowski (1973). The large sedimentary accumulations in the Sotsback Cave indicate that parts of the
fossil passage systems took on their recent dimensions during or before the end phase of the recession of
the inland ice from the area, when sediment-bearing water was abundant.
A rough estimation ofthe maximum age of the cave can be obtained in the following way. The
total length of the passages between A and AE is ca 1500 m. The average width has been est imated at 5 m
and the height at 4 m, which results in a cubic content of ca 30000 m 3 . If the cave is supposed to have the
same proportions all the way to the outlet U] and the underground drainage distance between the swallet
SI and the outlet U I is supposed to be 5000 m (the horizontal distance SI-U] is 2200 m) , i.e. 10times
longer than the distance A-AE, the total volume of the cave between inlet and outlet will be 300 000 m 3 .
If one takes the monthly chemical transport from the area in August (Table 1). when the content of
percolation water in the drainage system is exceedingly small and, accordingly, the major part of the CaC0 3
that has been transported out at U I , has been dissolved along the main passage, the transport per annum
can be estimated at 10m 3 .
On these assumpt ions the water would need 30 000 years to excavate the cavern. This figure is
highly exaggerated, since measurement of the cave volume is probably exaggerated, the chemical transport
is rather on the small side and since the significance of the mechanical erosion has not been taken into
consideration. The main phase of the development of the cave can, therefore, be assigned to the late and
post-glacial time in all probabi lity. However, the initial phase of the origin of the cave can be put at a
considerably earlier date.
It is very difficult to form an opinion of the duration of this phase, when extremely small quantities
of water could penetrate through hydrographically active cavities in the bedrock . The above mentioned
estimation of the maximum age of the Sotsback Cave presuppose that this initial phase has already been
passed.
M.S. Received December 1974.

Ulf Hellden,
Naturgeografiska Institutionen,
Lunds Universitet,
S61vegatan 13, S-223 62,
Lund, Sweden .
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THE USE OF SATURATION INDEX AND POTASSIUM-SODIUM RATIO AS INDICATORS
OF SPELEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO DERBYSHIRE.
by Noel Christopher

Summary
The fundamental basis of the saturation index and potassium-sodium ratio are examined to discover if they will
serve as hydrogeochemical indicators for speleological reconnaissance.
It is found that both parameters have considerable potential in this respect, and an indication is given of how to
interpret the results obtained from field work.

INTRODUCTION

1.

Saturation Index
A saturation index was first proposed by Langel ier (1936) to relate the degree of saturatio n of a
natural water with respect to calcium carbonate, to its tendency to be scale forming or corrosion.
The index is defined as:
SI = pH - pHs
where pH = the pH of the water under exami nation
and pHs = the pH of the water when just fully saturated with respect to Calcium Carbonate.
pHs was defined as
pHs
pK 2 where

p

pK + p(Ca) + p(Alk)
s
an operator indicating the logarithm of a reciprocal.

K2

the second dissociation constant of carbonic acid .

Ks

the solubility pr.oduction of calcium carbonate .

(Ca)
(Alk)

the molar concentration of calcium in the water.

= the titratable alkalinity of the water.

The initial index as proposed suffered from two drawbacks: (a) inaccurate values of K2 and K ' and
s
(b) no allowance was made for the effect of var iations in ionic strength of the solution, as K2 and K s' were
defined in terms of molarity not activity.
Several papers have recently been published which correct these deficiencies (Jacobson 1972;
Picknett 1973; Christop her 1974), and the values of K2 and Ks are now accurately known for the temperature
ranges encountered in karst studies, and variations in ionic strength can be taken into account.
Jacobson and Langmui r (1972) have used a computer program to calcu late values of the saturation
index. Picknett (1973) has criticised the constants used by Jacobson and Langmuir as being inaccurate.
However, Christopher (1974) has shown that the effect of using Picknett's constants inste.ad of Jacobson &
Langmuir's is to increase the saturation index by a maximum of 0.04 units at 10° C. Picknett (1973) has
given a table of saturation pH values for a range of calcium concentrations and temperatures and it is easy
from these to plot graphs of pHs against calcium concentration and to read off pHs for a particular water
under consideration. Picknett's values are accurate for pure calcium bicarbonate solutions, but natural
waters often contain other ions which will effect the ionic strength of the solution and thus pHs. Normally
the total dissolved solids of karst waters will be principally calcium bicarbonate, and the effect of other
ions on its ionic strength will be small and usually less than 0.002 units, increasing pHs by approximately
0.02 units; therefore, the error introduced into pHs determinations by assuming the total dissolved solid
content to be wholly calcium bicarbonate is also small.
Picknett (1972) has also shown that the presence of small amounts of magnesium can have an effect
on pHs. He found that at low percentages of magnesium relative to calcium, pHs was depressed reaching a
maximum depression of 0.05 pH units at 5% magnesium, and from this value as the percentage of magnesium
increased pH.s was also increased. At 13.2% magnesium the suppression was annulled, and the enhancement
had reached U. 1 0 pH units at 30% magnesium .
In Derbyshire waters a magnesium percentage of 5-10% is usual and from above figures it can be
seen that the effect on pHs will therefore be slight and less than 0.05 units. The effect of a depression of
pHs on the saturation index will be to increase the index, and the converse is obviously true for an
enhancement of pHs. A negative index means that the water is under-saturated with respect to calcium
carbonate, due to the presence of free carbon dioxide in the water . . If the water is in a totally enclosed
conduit then this free carbon dioxide cannot escape and dissolution of the limestone occurs until the
equilibrium pH is achieved. Because of the high soil air carbon dioxide content percolation water is usually
very rich in dissolved ca'r bon dioxide which cannot escape until it reaches a void with a free air surface, and
the air in contact with the water has a lower partial pressure of carbon dioxide than the water. When this
occurs the pH rises and the saturation index also increases and eventually becomes positive. These conditions
occur when karst water flows along an open passage and results given in table 1 taken from Jacobson and
Langmuir (Jacobson 1972) illustrate this .
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Table 1 (aft er Jacobson & Langmu ir 1972)
Reference of
Resurge nce

Saturation
Index

Type of Resurgence

NYSPl
NYSP3
NYSP6
NYSP2
NYSP4
NYSP5

+ 0.381
+ 0.263
+ 0 .323
- 0.498
- 0 .057
-0.169

Open
Open
Open
Flooded
Flooded
Flood ed

The impli cations of t hese results fo r speleological reconna issance are discussed later .
Potassium-Sodium Ratio
It is well established that the alkali metals in aqueous solution are subject to selective ion exchange
react ions , when t he solution is in contact with c lay mine rals . The tendency for absorption increases with
increasing atomic number and also depends upon t he type of clay mineral (Edmunds, 1971 , p .22). The ··
ord er of absorption intens ity is usually given as
2.

Li+

<

Na +

<

K+

<

Rb +

<

Cs+

tha t is: lith ium is the least absorbed ion and caesium the most strongly absorbed.
Lith ium , rub id ium and caesium a re present on ly in ve ry small amounts in natura l, non·thermal,
waters : The average concentrations found by Edmunds (1971, p.22) varied from 17 ,ug / I for lith ium to
0 .1 J..Lg /1 for caesium. It is just about feas ible to measure these leve ls of lithium by flame emission spectrometry
but one has to resort to neutron act ivation analysis to determ ine rubidium and caesium at these levels. Th is
obv iously renders these latter elements useless for the purpose of routine study; also the low levels of
lith ium render it less than idea l for this pu rpose .
Sodium and potassium occur in na't ural wate rs to a much greater extent ; sodium values of up to
20 mg / I are common and can be much higher, especially in thermal waters . Potassium occurs to a smaller
exte nt than sodium , but concentrations of 1-5 mg/ I a re common, and up to 10 mg / I are not unknown.
Holden stated (1970 , p.5) that in natural waters the sod ium concentration does not usually exceed 30 mg/I
and the potassi um concentration usually does not exceed 10-15 mg/I. These concentrations are easily
determ ined by flame em iss ion spectrometry to a good degree of accuracy.
Goldschmitt (1950, p .5 1) has pointed out that, whereas the amount of sodium and potassium
brought into circulation by weathering is roughly equal, the amount of sodium still in circulation, as
represented by the average composit ion of sea water , is much greater than the amount of potassium (Table 2) .
Th is is due to the selective absorption of potassium from solution on to clay m inerals.
Table 2 (after Go ldschmitt, 1950, p .51)
% rema in ing
of o riginal

St ill present
Brought into
circu lation
in sea water
gm / kg Sea Water
Sodium
Potassium

16 .9
15 .0

10 .7
0 .37

64.6
2 .5

The amount of pota ssium re lative to sod ium can be expresseo as a percentage by weight ratio, and
figures given by Goldschmitt (1945 , p.159) show that during the process of weathering and t ransport of the
decomposition products of magmat ic rocks to the sea , potassium is steadily lost and the rat io of potassium
to sod ium steadily decreases (Table 3).
Table 3 (afte r Goldschm itt, 1954, p.159 )

K % by Wt.
Na
Magmatic Rocks
Ri vers and Lake Water
Sea Water

91.9
40.7
3.56

The concentration of potassium by ion exchange in clay minera ls is illustrated by the analysis
figures given in Tab le 4. These show that the concentratio n of potassium in shale and mud is 2-3 times the
concentration of sodium and that the concentration of potassium remaining in the sea is only one hundreth
of that present in the mud .
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Table 4 (after Goldschmitt, 1954, p .159)

% by wt.
K
Sea Water
Terrigenous Muds (AV.52 samples)
Shales (AV.78 samples)

Ratio
Na

0.037
1.87
2.70

1.07
0 .79
0.76

KINa 1:
0.035
2.37
3.55

The average concentration of potassium re lative to sodium for inland waters (rivers and lakes) of
the world has also been calculated from figures given by Goldschmitt (1954, p .51) and these are presented
in Table 5.

Table 5 (after Goldschmitt 1954, p .51)
Continent

Na
% by wt .

K % by wt .
Na

K
% by wt .

North Amer ica
South America
Europe
Asia
Africa

7.46
5.03
4 .32
5.98
4.90

1.77
1.95
2.75
1.98
2.35

23.7
38 .8
63.7
33.1
48 .0

Average all conti nents

5 .79

2.12

36 .6

As can be seen the percentage ratio of potassium-sodium varies quite widely and is surprisingly
high for European inland waters, but the average is 36.6 for world waters.
No mention is made by Goldschmitt of the potassium-sodium radio of underground waters, so the
author has carried out a search of the available literature for data and the results are presented in Table 6,
together with experimental results obtained by the author for resurgences and surface streams in Derbyshire
and North Cheshire. During this search the author found many more water analyses than those used in
table 6, but in many cases either potassium or both sodium and potassium concentrations were not given.
Additional figures were taken from Holden (1970, p.24 ).

Table 6
Source

Type of Water

Edmunds 1971

Streams on sha Ie or grit
Limestone resurgences
Soughs draining mostly
limestone
Thermal resurgences

Author

Holden 1970

Surface streams on shale
or grit
Limestone resurgences

No . of
Samples

%K
Na
Mean

Range of
% K values
Na

10
31

34.1
19.3

11.1 - 92 .0
3.1 - 54.4

13
14

10.5
6 .8

2.3 - 18.0
2.2 - 20

20
9

26 .9
13.5

11.8 - 57.6
5 .2 - 18 .8

12.2

3.8 - 28.6

15.7
27.0

3.4 - 27.3
not known

20.4

not known

20.3

not known

16.9

not known

Chalk springs and bore holes
of South East England
21
Greensand springs and bore
ho les
13
River Dee at Chester
Average
of many
River Thames
Average
of many
River Lee
Average
of many
New river (contains some
Average
chalk water)
of many
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Table 7 (after Holden 1970, p.24)
Variation of Potassium to Sodium Ratio with Depth in a Well Sunk in Triassic Sandstone near Bridgnorth.
Depth (Meters)

K % by wt.

Na

25
4 .8
8.0
2.4
0.7

70 - 125
210
245
270
330
3.

Discussion of Potassium-Sodium Ratio
The results given in Tables 6 and 7 show very clearly that the ion exchange process continues when
the water passes underground, and that the longer the water remains underground, and the greater the depth
the water reaches the lower the potassium-sodium ratio becomes. This conclusion is most clearly shown by
Edmunds' results and is fully supported by the author 's own results.
Edmunds' results show that the ten surface streams he sampled (Table 6) had an average potassiumsodium ratio of 34.1 % which is very close to the world average whereas the limestone resurgences have a
lower ratio of 19.3%. Soughs which will contain a higher amount of percolation water have an even lower
potassium to sodium ratio of 10.5% and thermal waters which will have spent many years below ground have
the lowest potassium-sodium ratio of 6.8%. Tritium analysis of some of the resurgences show the water to
be at least 20 years old .
The potassium content of water in chalk aauifers relative to sodium is 12.2% and that in greensand
aquifers 15.7%; this probably reflects the higher porosity and therefore lower retention time in the latter
aquifer, and these are lower than the Thames and Lee rivers which rise and flow on chalk or greensand .
The author's results, whilst showir,g the same trend as those discussed above, differ in absolute
values quite considerably from those of Edmunds, and show a lower variability, especially those from the
limestone resurgences. This is probably because the author's samples were all taken in conditions of
comparable flow, and at a different level of flow to those of Edmunds. Edmunds' samples were taken at
three different times of the year, and presumably under very different flow conditions. Unfortunately,
Edmunds does .not state clearly when his samples were taken or at what stage of flow.
The results for the surface streams show that a ratio of potassium-sodium of between 20 and 35%
can be expected for surface streams in the southern part of Britain, whilst in Derbyshire a value of between
26.9 and 34.1% is to be expeCted. It is interesting to note that these values are very much lower than the
percentage ratio of potassium to sodium present in the rocks over which the streams flow (Table 4).
Further it is interesting to note that the highest value recorded of potassium to sodium ratio (92.0%) is very
close to the maximum one would expect from the composition of magmatic rocks of 91.9% potassium to
sodium ratio. To illustrate the grouping of the results, it would have been possible to calculate standard
deviations and hence 68 or 95% confidence limits. However, it was considered that, because of the
heterogenous nature of the results, these confidence limits would be largely meaningless. Instead a histogram
analysis of the results has been carried out and these are illustrated in figures 1 to R
These results show that for surface streams and resurgences of Derbyshi re the majority of results
fall within a narrow range of potassium to sodium ratio. Fig . 1 shows that, of Edmunds' results for Millstone
Grit and Shale, 70% of the results fall between 20 and 35% potassium to sodium ratio, and, but for a single
result at 92%, the mean value would be 27.6% much closer to the result obtai ned by the author.
Fig. 2 shows that, of Edmunds' results for limestone resurgences, 61% lie between 0 and 15%
potassium-sodium ratio, and a further 22.5% lie in the range 25-35%. This probably reflects the existance
of two classes of resurgences, one class with relatively long flow-through times, giving low potassium-sodium
ratios, and the other class with rapid flow-through times, giving potassium-sodium ratios close to those
values found in surface streams. The existance of two classes of resurgences is supported by the results from
soughs and thermal resurgences, where all the results are within the band, 0-20%. The results from the
soughs, which are already stated, one would expect to be carrying largely percolation water, are fairly evenly
spread with some concentrations in the range 5·10%. The thermal waters which will have been underground
for a very long period 86% of the results are in the range 0-10"10 potassium to sodium ratio.
The results shown by Figures 5 and 6 are fully consistent with those conclusions; 75% of surface
streams lie between 10 and 30%, and 88% of the results from limestone resurgences are between 5 and 20%
potassium-sodium ratio.
The results from the chalk springs and boreholes are also consistent with these conclusions (Fig. 7),
71% falling between 0 and 15% potassium-sodium ratio, and a further 24% in the range 20-30%. Although
the absolute values have decreased somewhat this is only to be expected with a material with higher primary
porosity such as chalk, and a lower potassium to sodium ratio for surface rivers. The results for a greensand
aquifer are more evenly spread, (Fig. 8), with some preference for the range 15-30% potassium-sodium ratio.
It can be seen from the histograms that the number of samples in some groups are small because of
the size of the sample population, and so it would be unwise to be dogmatic in interpretation at this stage.
However, the results of three separate authors for several types of geological strata conform to the overall
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picture which can be predicted from an appreciation of the chemistry of potassium- sodium in aqueous
solutions. Neither Edmunds nor Holden have drawn attention to the variation in concentration of potassium
relative to sodi um of ground waters, but when these results are compared with the Iimited results of this
author the overall interpretation of all results is consistent with the percentage potassium-sodium ratio
being a function of the flow through time, and this has important implications when assessing the
speleological potential of a resurgence.
4.
Implications for Speleological Reconnaissance
A preliminary programme of chemical investigations, has indicated the usefulness of these two
principles, and a technique of speleological reconnaissance based on the analysis of resurgence water is being
developed. The ultimate weapon in the hydrologists' and chemists' armory for this type of study is the
flood pulse analysis technique (Ashton 1967) but the logistics involved in a widespread use of this technique
are daunting, and so it was felt necessary to investigate the basic chemistry of ground waters to see if it
would be possible to deduce any information on the nature of the system behind a resurgence from a single
or small number of analyses. It is believed that the elucidation of the fundamental background of the
saturation index and the potassium-sodium ratio allow an important beginning to be made.
A resurgence should be sampled; preferably twice, once during low flow, but not drought,
conditions, and once during flood . The sample should be analysed for : calcium, magnesium, sodium,
potassium and these together with temperature, pH and conductivity measurements made on site, will give
suffic ient information to make a reasonable assessment of the resurgence's speleological potential.
If, during conditions of low flow, the resurgence has a positive or slightly negative saturation index,
then it is highly likely that the flooded zone behind the resurgence is small and that open passage exists;
if coupled with this it has a potassium-sodium ratio close to that of rivers and surface streams in the same
drainage basin, the the water will have spent no great length of time underground, and has probably flowed
directly to the resurgence , along an open passage. CQnversely, ifthe saturation index is negative by 0.5
units or more and the potassium-sodium ratio low, one would expect the water to have orig inated mainly
from percolation.
If the saturation index is negative and the potassium-sodium ratio high, this would indicate a
resurgence under artesian conditions, but with open passage before the artesian section, and one should
look away from the immediate area of the resurgence to gain entry into the system.
When sampled, during flood conditions, one would expect the first type of resurgence to have an
even more positive index and the potassium-sodium ratio to increase over the value obtained under low
flow conditions, ultimately approaching that of surface streams.
The results for the second type of resurgence would not be expected to change greatly from the
low flow values; whilst in the third case where artesian conditions prevail in the resurgence area, one would
expect some change, especially in the potassium-sodium ratio, but not a very large change in the saturation
index. However, in this case one would expect the absolute value of the saturation index to be lower than
in the second case.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been possible, now that the physical chemistry of calcium bicarbonate solutions is better
understood, and by realising that the ratio of potassium-sodium is a function of ground contact time, to
apply the saturation index and potassium-sodium ratio to the problem of speleological reconnaissance
of resurgences. The evidence gathered from these parameters can be used in conjunction with geological,
hydrological and geophysical evidence fully to assess the nature of the system feeding a resurgence.
Work is in hand applying these principles to the drainage basins of Derbyshire and also other ionic
ratios are being examined for further indications of speleological potential.
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BIRDSEYE STRUCTURES IN CAVES
Peter A. Bull

Abstract
Aerated, post-depositional structures found in a number of caves are described and existing theories of formation
in surface examples are reviewed in the light of observations from the cavern environment.
Sequential development theories concern ing the formation of the structure are discussed and their significance as
palaeoenvironmental indicators are considered.

Introduction
The development of aerated structures within sedimentary deposits is a well known phenomenon
in many differing environments. Structures analagous to those found in surface sediments are now noted
from the cavern environment in South Wales and the Mendips although it is thought that they represent
a fairlY common feature in caves containing sediments.
Birdseye Structures in Surface Environments
It is necessary to define the following terms to prevent any confusion.
1.
Postdepositi onal - Any feature that forms after a sediment has been laid down can loosely be termed
postdepositi ona I.
2.
Birdseye Structures are "sedimentary structures that represent .open spaces exceeding the average
particle size, each having a maximum size in the range of a few decimetres" (Deelman, 1972, p.584).
Various authors have, however, coined different names for birdseye structures of apparently similar
features; "Cavernous Sands", (Ki ndle 1936) ; "Fenestra", (Tebutt et al. 1965); "Spongy Textures",
(Conybeare and Crook 1968) and "Vesicular Structures", (Spri nger 1958; Mi Iler 1971; Evena ri et al. 1974)
but for the purpose ofthis paper the original term "Birdseye Structures", (Ham 1952) is used.
As postdepositional features, birdseye structures occur as modifications of previously deposited
sediment and have been described as palaeoenvironmental indicators for a numbe r of different environments.
The numerous workers who have reported these structures mostly agree that the features result from the
entrapment or generation of gases in the sediment. The actual mechanisms of formation have been
summarised by Deelman (1972) who distinguished seven modes of formation largely to cover the environments
from which these structures had been reported.
1.
Birdseye structures can result from the decay of algae that often cover sediment and also the subsequent
collection of the gases produced by photosynthesis within an algal mound.
2.
Burrowing by animals, into soft sed iment, can cause structures analagous to those formed by algal
decay.
3.
Decomposition of organic matter that has been buried within a sediment bank can produce gases,
which if trapped, may result in the preservat ion of bubble shaped vugs or voids forming birdseye
structures.
4.
Those structures caused by diagenesis as proposed by lIIing (1959) result from lithification and
subsequent solution or replacement of a sediment bank causing voids to form sim ilar to birdseye
structures. Deelman (1972 p.589) however, suggests that the forms resulting from diagenesis should
not be termed birdseye structures since "birdseye structures should be considered to be sedimentary
structures sensu largo (sic), so that they possess significance for the analysis of the palaeoenvironment".
5.
The mechanism of syneres is or drop let separation has been proposed, aga in by Illing (1 959). Syneresis
is due to the spontaneous separation of a liq uid from or by a gel at the hypothetical gel-air contact
surface during ageing resulting in shrinkage and formation of cracks or vesicles. As Deelman comments,
(1972 p.587) "l lling on ly suggests this mode of origin and his paper does not cite any experiment or
observation in relation to its theories on birdseye origin in carbonate sediments".
6.
Horizontal movement during dessication shrinkage is advocated by Deelman as be ing a viable mechanism
for the formation of birdseye structures since dessication of a sediment bank causes shrinkage of
individual interstitial voids between particles because of the lack of water. This results in horizontal
and vertical shrinkage causing voids to be formed akin to birdseye structures. Features formed by this
process are reported by Deelman (1972) from a paper by Fischer (1964 pp.117 and 118, figs. 11
and 12).
7.
A mechanism of formation is cited by Deelman (1972) which results from the action of capillary
and non-capillary interstitial particle spaces and is simply termed the capillary/non-capillary mechanism.
Capillary pores differ from non-capillary pores in behaviour, since the former are responsible for
storing wate r and the latter hold air. When a dry sediment is flooded, water passes quickly through
the capillary pores and whilst the non-capillary pores remain filled with air, water circulates around
the surrounding capillaries. Figure 1 shows the process diagrammatically modified-from Deelman
(1972 p.590) and similar to Miller (1971 p.637). Stage 1 shows the dry sediment with capillary and
non-capillary pores. Stage 2 shows that after water incursion (shaded area) air is trapped. The surface
tension of the water contracts the outer surface of the trapped air bubble (Stage 3) into a convex
surface si nce it is then the sma lIest air-water contact. Since the volume of the air has to remain
constant (Boyle-Gay Lussac's Law), the contraction is followed by expansion until the air bubble
becomes larger than the original pore when, according to observations during experimentation
35
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Fig. L
Oblique view of Birdseye structuring
from Cliffs of Dover showing cavities
between silt laminae.

Fig. 3.
Birdseye Structures between silt and
clay laminae and below a thick cap mUd .

Fig o 2.
Birdseye Structures from Cliffs of
Dover showing cavities below the
cut away cap mUd.

(Deelman 1972 p.591) the grains begin to move due to the very unstable state. With all the grains
adjusting to the new state, large bubbles form. (Stages 4,5 and 6).
As soon as the bubbles are large enough they rise (Archimedes Law) since they are lighter than
both the water and sediment particles and unless hindered, are released at the surface.
The capillary/non-capillary mechan ism is not limited only to calcareous sediments since beach
. sands, largely siliceous, commonly exhibit these features as noted by Kindle (1936); Trefethen (1941);
Emery (1945) and Deelman (1972) and indeed massive expulsion of air from beaches causes the
effervescence of intra-tidal zones as described by Kindle (1936 p.19).
Miller (1971), however, had postulated the capillary/non-capillary mechanism for formation of
birdseye structures which he termed vesicular structures and stated that, after water incursion "the air is
sealed and compressed in a cavity under a pressure equal to the sum of the capillary pressure and the pressure
of the water ... The soils involved are very unstable when nearly saturated and the air pressure is sufficient to
form the cavity into a sphere, thus achieving the smallest surface area per unit volume" (Miller 1971 p.637).
Furthermore, Miller showed a positive correlation between the increase in vesicles and the number of
cycles of water incursion. He also stated (p.636) that as a result of experimentation, "it makes little
difference whether the soil was wet by flooding, with air escape prevented or, from the bottom, with air
allowed to leave the surface, thus indicating that ai r entrapment ahead of the wetting front was not
important" .
Deelman concluded that birdseye structures could form in all types of sediment so long as air
or gas was trapped and that "doubts should be expressed as to the general belief among geologists that
birdseye structures are reliable indicators of supra or intra-tidal environments", (Deelman 1972 p.594).
I ndeed, many such palaeoenvironments have been advocated by authors, for example, supra- and intra-tidal
conditions have been suggested to be the environmen of formation of sediment containing birdseye structures
by Kindle (1936), Trefethen (1941), Emery (1945), Shinn (1968), and Conybeare and Crook (1968).
Whereas it cannot be doubted that many authors noted birdseye structures forming in these environments
it should not be stated that birdseye structures are palaeoenvironmental indicators of these conditions since
similar structures have been reported unde~ different conditions elsewhere by frost action (Parea 1970),
capillary action in deserts (Springer 1958; Miller 1971), and now, in this paper, from the cavern
environment.
Birdseye Structures in Caves
Birdseye structures have been noted from Penyre (Powys, South Wales) and also in Sidcot Swallet
(Burrington, Somerset) and are discussed in more detail from Agen Allwedd (Powys, South Wales)
particularly from the Cliffs of Dover and Erse Passage (see fig. 2) although it is thought that these structures
form in many caves containing sediment banks.
No previous description or identification of these structures from the cave environment is known
to the author and therefore descriptions of specific sites of occurrence are given together with a tentati ve
chronology of the palaeoenvironmental conditions of formation in the immediate vicinity of the structures,
although Dr. T .D. Ford, (per. comm.) has observed the presence of entrapped gases (air) in a shallow pool in
a then newly discovered part of Peak Cavern and the subsequent expUlsion to the surface of the air after
being disturbed by footfall.
Mode of Formation in Caves
Of the mechanisms suggested by Deelman (1972) and others and summarized above, a number of
them can be dismissed relatively quickly when discussing formation in the cavern environment. The algal
origin is unlikely to be a viable mechan ism in caves as algae need light for photosynthesis and so only cave
entrances could provide such facilities for growth . Burrowing too, is unlikely in the context of this study
as worms and other burrowers rarely live long in the true cavern environment and indeed, in Agen Allwedd
the Cliffs of Dover are over 1000 metres from the entrance and about 200 metres from the surface.
Furthermore, no casts, a sure sign of burrowing activity, were seen; both the isolated nature of individual
birdseyes and the general complexity and selectivity of the structures within the sediment bank rule out the
formation of the birdseyes by burrowing.
_
For the purpose of this study diagenetic origi ns of birdseyes are d ismissed as the sediments studied
have undergone very little diagenesis.
Droplet separation too, is unl ikely in caves and is dismissed as a viable mechanism by Deelman
(1972).
Dessication shrinkage and lateral movement of sediment is possible in the cavern environment and
may well cause birdseye structures, however, no structures were seen to be caused by this mechanism in this
study.
Gas genesis caused by organic decay is also viable in the cave environment although .this is unlikely
as a mechanism of formation of birdseye structures in the case study in Agen Allwedd since, firstly, no
significant amount of organic material was present in the direct vicinity of the structures and, secondly,
the birdseyes form between sealing silt and mud bands and do not appear to form within them.
Finally, capillary/non-capillary action is thought to be a major mechanism of formation of birdseye
structures in caves since the conditions for formation of these features are ideally present in the cavern
envi ronment.
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Discussion
At the Cliffs of Dover (Fig. 2) extensive birdseye structuring of the uppermost 50 cms. appeared
alternating w ith finely lam inated silts. The mean grain size of the lam inated silts and the structural birdseye
silts were both similar (3.67 and 3.80 ph i un its). the former indicating periods of still stand , the latter,
periods of water incursion into the dry sediment bank as a result of draining and flooding.
In a number of samples studied from the Cliffs of Dover, a cap mud (which is extensive throughout
the Main Passage) acts as the seal prevent ing air escaping. This finely laminated mud appears d istorted
around its junction with the silts as a resu lt of local ized growth of air bubbles. The significance of this is
twofold . Firstly, to be distorted, t he cap mud must first be present i n situ and already laminated as a result
of gently settling out of f ine sediments. Secondly, the distortion by the nucleating air bubbles affected a
number of the basal lam inae and either the nucleat ion of the air must have taken a sufficiently long time
allowing the mud to settle and form a seal or, the formation of the birdseye structu res (and hence a flooding
of the air filled sediment bank) post-dated even the formation of the cap mud. If the latter case were to
apply the sequence of events wou ld follow this ;
1.
Sediment deposition
2.
Periodic influxes of fine sediment s under still stand conditions (i .e. cap mud format ion).
3.
Relative drying of sediment, allowing air to refill interstitial spaces due to d raining.
Influx of water, nucleat ing air under the cap mud, forming birdseye structures.
4.
5.
Draining and dry ing out of sediment.
Samples studied showed alternating laminae and birdseye st ruc t ures with in group 1 of the above
sequence and hence, complicate proceedi ngs further, since they indicate formation of the structures duri ng
the wan ing period of original sediment deposition, suggesting a finely fluctuating balance of water level
about the upper levels of the sediment bank. Also, since the birdseye structures alternate with a laminated
silt, periodic incursions of fine sediment into the flooded level seems ind icative.
However, the alternating laminated silts of group 1 appear broken in a number of samples, with
the birdseye structuring interspersed amongst the fragments. If the fragmentation occurred in situ, it may
be as a response to dessication cracking (i.e. the process of lateral movement during dessication shrinkage) .
Alternatively, the fragmentation of the laminated layers may represent collapse of the layer contai ning
the birdseye structures .
At one locality in Erse Passage (see fig. 2) the cap mud had been ruptured as a result of the
accumulation of too great a volume of air wh ich escaped through its captive layer at th is point thinner
than the cap mud in the Main Passage. The surface expression of this rupturing was a gas-pit which, in this
instance, indicated nucleation of the air after the deposit ion of the enti re laminated cap mud. This may
sj.Jggest therefore , that the flooding of an a ir-filled sediment bank does not immediately cause the upward
migration of all the a ir bubbles although total movement of the air will occur in a short period, geologically
speaking . However, the lam inated silts are not differentially ruptured to separate levels as a result of air
escaping during the process of sedimentation, sot it can be concluded t hat, after initial flooding and
subsequent effervescence of the escaping air, isolated air pockets continue to form, riSing slowly through
the sediment and, in the instance cited, escaping through the sealing cap mud layer.
Conclusions
Birdseye structu res are useful environmental indicators in caves, being formed by the rapid and
often periodic flooding of dry sediment causing entrapment and nucleation of air. In the context of this
study the presence of birdseye structures in Agen Allwedd indicates a period of relatively dry conditions
between the mai n phase of sedimentation and the cap mud deposition and probably post-dates this latter
deposit.
As a mechanism for formation of birdseye structures in caves (particula rly Agen Allwedd) only
capillary/non-capillary action, dessication shrinkage and organic decay can be accepted as viable mechanisms
for the cavern environment .
No attempt has been made to classify the individual forms of b irdseye structures, although further
work is being undertaken to identify the form of these structures in caves so that more detailed
environmenta l sequences may be understood, w ith an emphasis on the size relationship of void size to
repeated incursions of water (Miller 1971).
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SEDIMENTS IN CAVES
by Trevor D. Ford
(from the lecture presented to the British Cave Research Association conference at Leeds in September 1974)

Summary
A review is presented of the types of sedimeht which may accumulate in caves, their modes of transport and
composition . Some aspects of their use in interpreting the geomorphological history of the cave system are discussed, and
some frequent misinterpretations are put in perspective, e.g. "boulder clay in caves".

Introduction
Rock fragments in process
may have a temporary resting place
history but also on that of the cave
many are of mixed character):Endogenetic (or autochthonous) Exogenetic (or allochthonous)

of transport from their source to their ultimate resting place in the sea
in a cave and may provide us with information not only on their own
(Fig. 1). Such sediments may be classified thus (with the provisions that
derived by internal processes, i.e. those operating within the cave.
derived from external sources and carried into the cave by the
agents of transportation such as wi nd, water and ice.

Endogenetic sediments
Sedimentary materials from endogenetic sources include the insoluble residues from the limestone
itself, generally composed of authigenic quartz crystals, chert and flint nodules released from the enclosing
limestone by solution , clastic particles deposited with the original lime-sediment including sand grains, silt
and mud particles, fragments from shale partings, and scattered pyrite grains. The last two do not survive for
long in most cave environments. The reaction of sulphuric acid produced by oxidation of pyrite with the
surrounding limestone may result i'n the growth of gypsum crystals. Together with these non-carbonate
materials, there may be contributions from the limestone itself in the form of blocks derived from roof
collapse or by permafrost shattering of walls and roof of near-surface passages. Stalactites and stalagmites
are strictly endogenetic chemical sediments but they are not discussed herein as they form a subject in
their own right .
The deposits produced by endogenetic processes thus include limestone block piles which may be
gradually broken down into limestone gravels or carried away in solution, chert gravels, quartz crystal sands
or silts, endogenetically derived sand, silt or mud deposits and shale flake breccias. Gravels may also form
from minerals released from vein deposits by solution, with galena, fluorite and baryte gravels as examples
in caves which traverse ground with mineral veins. Flakes of mica and grains of felspar may be derived
from schists interlayered in metamorphic marbles. The oxidation of pyrite may lead to local deposits of
iron oxides or hydroxides . Mixtures of endogenetic materials with exogenetic deposits are common.
Exogenetic sediments
Materials derived by processes operating on the surface outside caves, are m '.1Ch more common.
Exogenetic sediments ~ay be carried in by wind, water or ice, and occasionally by b'vlogical means.
Sediments transported by wind
Wind-borne materials are usually found near entrances as layers of fine dur': particles, commonly
forming a major component of cave earths. Exceptionally wind-blown dust in a periglacial environment
may be more or less identical with loess on the surface . Large cave systems with more than one entrance
may have draughts strong enough to transport air-borne dust right through , and relatively sheltered places
may become the depository for such ai r-borne cave earth a long way from the entrances. If the wa lis are
wet at times air-borne dust may adhere to them giving the characteristic "dirty" appearance of some caves.
Sediments transported by water
Water is the main agent by which sediment is brought into a cave system. Running streams carry
along pebbles, sand, silt and mud in amounts which vary according to the stage of flow. The dynamics of
sediment transport in caves have been discussed by White and White (1968). The bulk of the material is
carried under flood conditions, and may, of course, be washed right through the system to reappear at the
resurgence as a turbid flow . During its passage through a cave system the flow is in a confined but irregular
channel and the exogenetic material in transport may abrade or undermine the walls, so adding endogenetic
material. More may be added from solution residues, or, of course, from glacial, solifluction and aeolian
deposits. Analytical studies of the composition, size and shape of pebbles, sand and silt may give some
clues about the source or sources of the materials but few studies have been reported.
Fluvia I sediments are transported either in suspension by saltation, or by rolling along the bottom:
the particles collide with each other and are thus mutually abrasive. Angular rock fragments introduced into
a cave are rounded during their passage through the system. Owing to a cushioning effect of water the
smallest particles receive very little roundi ng, but pebbles may reach a spheroidal shape. These effects
are well-known to sedimentologists and are covered in Blatt et al. (1972) and Hatch, et al. (1971). Few tests
of the rate of roundi ng have been done under cave conditions except by Newson (1971) but it should be
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possible with the aid of more experimental data to deduce the distance of transport of pebbles or sand
grains see n in a cave deposit.
Sedimentary accumulations occur in caves owing to an interruption in transportation. The
accumulations within stream cave systems contrast with those in entrances, as the former are chiefly waterborne while those in entrances contain varying amounts from aeolian, glacial, solifluction and other masso '
movement effects. The causes of interruptions within stream cave systems are usually "accidents" of
erosion of the cave itself: a roof collapse may form a dam with a resultant settling-tank effect on sediments
carried in by the stream. Oscillations of flow stage may give a laminated alternating fine and coarse
sedimentary deposit, such as that in the Sand Caverns of Gaping Gill. Gradual removal of the dam by
solution may allow the stream to cut a channel through the deposit, but then a further roof fall may restore
the dam and allow the channel to be re-filled. Abandonment of a passage by a stream taking a lower route
may allow flood waters to overflow periodically into the old passage there to deposit sediment, often
progressively finer in grain upwards.
Many fluvial sediments are in fact fluvio-glacial having been transported and deposited by meltwater streams from glaciers (Plate 1, fig. 2). The physical characteristics are much the same though .the
composition may be more varied and the quantities can at times be much greater than "normal". The
example in the Sand Caverns of Gaping Gill , cited above, may well be of fluvio-glacial orig in.
When a vadose stream becomes laden with sediment and enters phreatic passages its velocity is
reduced and the coarsest fraction is dropped. This restricts the channel so that the next smaller grain sizes
are carried further inwards and so on. In an ideal phreatic tube system the gra in sizes may all be sorted out
downstream by this means. If a phreatic passage is drained or abandoned the sedime'lts should reveal the
former di rection of flow, e.g. if a floor with pebble gravel is so exposed it may mean that the entry point
of a vadose stream was not far away . Damming of the resurgence by ice may cause the return of a passage
to epi-phreatic conditions with similar sedimentary results.
It is not uncommon to find passages completely choked with fluvial sediment~. In Ingleborough
Cave, Yorkshi re, several passages are completely full of bedded gravel except for the top few centimetres
which have sand or silt. This type of deposit probably represents rapidly-flowing streams heavily laden
with pebbles, derived from glacial outwash on the plateau above: as the channel became full, perhaps
owing t o an obstruction downstream, or to epi-phreatic conditions, the flow was diverted and the remaining
passage became a backwater suitable for the settlement of fine-grained material. Pebbles frequently show
imbricate stacking, i.e. each lying against the previous one, with an upstream dip, thereby indicating the
direction of flow.
Lag gravels are sometimes left by the winnowing out of fine to medium grained by moderate stream
flows cutting through earlier fluvioglacial fills. An example is the gravels seen on shelves high above the
stream in West Kingsdale Master Cave which indicate a probably near-complete fill at one time (Plate 1,
fig. 1).
Sediments transported by Ice
A third agent of transport is ice : glaciers moving over an area eventually stagnate and on melting
produce an unsorted mixture of stones and clay known as boulder clay or till. Owing to certain ,aspects of
the physics of crystallization of ice under pressure, glaciers can only move through caves of more than
average proportions: few examples have been noted and none described in detail. Ice can, however, move
into a cave entrance and till deposits can be found in entrance passages. As the till represents the residue
from melting ice it will form no more than a layer on the floor of the cave . Melting of ice at the sole of a
glacier may release till whence the fine fraction may be washed down joints and bedding, but the resultant
deposit will generally be indistinguishable from water-laid mud. As glacier ice will in general not move through
a cave of small dimensions, the cave may just fill with ice crystallizing in situ. True till is probably rare
except in cave entrances or on the floor of large caves.
Much of what is commonly referred to as boulder clay in caves is probably due to solifluction,
where repeated freezi ng and thawi ng will allow the sl udgi ng of true ti II or other sedi ments into the cave.
This will generally be found close to entrances though the sludging process may allow a remarkable quantity
of material to move through a small ho le, sometimes to the extent of filling a cave passage for many metres.
The resultant mass of a poorly sorted mixture of boulders, sand and mud is what has often been called
boulder clay by cavers. If it can be demonstrated to be a solifluction deposit, it is an indication of the
former presence of a cold climate, but unfortunately solifluction deposits can sometimes have much the
same characteristics as deposits which have sludged by being overleaded with water. If the latter contain
materials derived from earlier till or true solifluction deposits there may well be no recognizable difference
between the deposits of fully glacial or cold wet climatic conditions. Siudging of loess into caves may result
in ochreous yellow clays. Owing to freeze and thaw action in cave mouths the deposits therein may
sometimes sludge outwards, mixing bones and pottery of different ages and causing problems to
archeologists! Subglacial or marginal glacial melt-water streams may sometimes flow into caves leaving
outwash gravel sheets through much of the cave system. Frost-shattered scree may fall into cave entrances
from overhangi ng cliffs.
Clay-fill
A common cave sediment, often of controversial origin ~n the past, is clay-fill, first described from
Missouri caves by Bretz (1942). In general terms this represents the transition of an active cave to a condition
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Plate 1

Fig. 1. Lag-gravels in West
Kingsdale Master Cave, the
coarse fraction left from a
former alluvial (fluvio-glacial?)
fill stage.
(photo by Tony Waltham)
Fig. 2. Stream trench cut through
an alluvial (fluvio-glacial) fill
in Big Meanie, Leck Fell.
Stalagmites from a post-glacial phase
rest on the clay cap to more coarsegrained sediment.
(photo by Tony Waltham)
~

~
Fig. 3. Alternations of stalactite
deposition and alluvial fill in the
East Passage of Gaping Gill. The
projecting shelf is all that remains
of a former gravel fill, now
cemented by stalagmite. A new
stalactite mass has grown behind the
shelf.
(photo by T.D. Ford)
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of relative inactivity when it can become a settling tan k for fine-grained sed iment . As Bretz argued this
may be during the period between the development of a phreat ic "first-cycle" cave and a vadose "secondcycle" system . Equally it may be the settling-t ank effect of the phreatic part of an integrated dra inage
system which receives only fine-gra ined input; or it may be due to outside cl imat ic influences, such as a
glacial episode cutting off all but a little undernielt flow beneath the ice so t hat the only ava ilable material
is very fine-grained. Al t ernat ively , a fine-gra ined fill may represent the washing through of a loess cover
over the limestone mass . Sometimes, caves close to a limestone-shale contact contain ochreous clay which
is no more than the washed-in weathered shale subsoil. A deta il ed st udy of clay mine ralogy may be
necessary to distinguish the various types of clay-fill origin. Cave clays are commonly yellow-brown but
may be red if residual iron-rich terra rossa soils are washed in from the surface. Blue-grey clays may
result from the reduction of the i ron to t he ferrous sta te.
Biogenic sediments
A special type of exogenetic material is of biological origin. Included are such deposit s as bat and
bird guano, the remains of insects and beetles which feed thereon, bone gravels washed in from the surface,
bone-rich talus cones beneath pitfal ls, bone accumulations from occupation by man or an imals, and peat
derived from surface deposits. These may occur as admixtures with other deposits. Peat and guano may
take part in chemical react ions within the cave environment and so produce other deposits such as humates
or nitrates and phosphat es.
Sediments as clues to cave histories
Clues about the history of a fluvial cave may be obtained from the relationsh ip of the sedimentary
fill to the passage shape. Three examples will suffice: one, seen deep in Speedwell Cavern, Derbyshire, has
passages with a typical vadose-trench beneath phreatic tube T-shaped cross-section filled with yellow c lay ,
with only slight traces of strat ification . Such passages are now dead tributaries to an active stream in a
sim ilar passage. Clearly this has been a multi-stage development of a vadose stream cave, with a fill stage
interposed, owi ng to external cl imatic influences probably with a good supply of loessic materia l. The
second example is on Masson Hi II at Matlock where fluorspar m iners have broken into a series of caves
exhibiting phreatic solution features on their walls but which are filled with bedded sands and silts. These
are composed of materials derived from the Millstone Grit, the nearest outcrop of which is several miles
away at a lower altitude on the other side of a valley 250 metres deep! These caves were apparently
breached during a Pleistocene glacial ep isode and almost immediately filled with outwash material, some
probably from englacial streams, bringing material from far distant outcrops of the Millstone Grit. A third
example is the alternation of two generations of stalactite deposition with alluvial infill and subsequent
undercutting, seen in the East Passage of Gaping Gill (Plate 1, fig. 3) .
The sediments of cave entrances are much more varied. Fl uvial, aeolian, perig lac ial or glacial
sediments may occur much as described above, but as, entrances are much more susceptible to climatic
changes, alternations of these classes of sediments are likely to be much more frequent. Channelling into
early deposits by streams intermittent ly in flood is more common , but perhaps the most important
distinction from the dominantly fluvial sediments of stream caves is the presence of layers of frost-shattered
talus from the roof. In many archaeological and palaeontological caves the presence of such layers has
been taken to ind icate fo rme r cold climatic phases, though in moderately high latitudes today there is still
sufficient frost in winter to produce such talus. Cold climates alternate with warmer and wetter phases and
these may often be reflected in the presence of layers of stalagmite or of tufa. Cave earths are common in
such sequences and may reflect the blowing in of aeol ian du st, of soil fo rmed from vegetation in the cave
mouth or the dirt brought in on the feet of animals. The wastes from the feeding activities of mammals
may form a contribution , and the activit ies of man may produce charact erist ic deposits such as middens
or burials. A further factor in the format ion of cave entrance sediments is that burrow ing animals may
cause considerable mixing of the component layers, and if man has used the si t e for bu ri al of his dead
considerable confusion of layers may resu lt.
A special case of cave entrance sediments is the talus cone wh ich may occur beneath a hole in the
roof, possibly caused by collapse. A m ixture of roof blocks, so il and subsoil may form a heap beneath ,
which gradually builds up as further debris is washed or blown in, and as animals fall into the pit-fall trap.
Temporary habitation by trapped but li ving animals may cause further mixing of the t al us. A fine example
is that in Joi nt Mitnor Cave in Devon, which formed the basis of that so ably described by Sutcl iffe (1970).
If a cave mouth opens in the bank of a rive r the sediments may be affected by pouring in riverborne material, wh ich will decrease in grain size inwards, in contrast to the downstream size-grading seen
in phreatic tubes. Channell ing and re-sorting of existing sediments may t ake p lace if a ri ver breaches an
existing cave mouth.
Some caves open directly on the sea shore and may thus contain marine depos its such as shell
sands or beach cobbles. Other caves discharge thei r st reams directly from the sea floor and when t hey
become inactive they may be filled with marine sediments of various types.
The deposition of calcium carbonate cement in a cave sediment is an extension of the stalactite
formation process and is discussed elsewhere in this book. It may be noted , however, that cemented cave
sediments indicate a change in environmental conditions, which may be due to climatic hyd ro logical or
chemical factors . Such cementation must be taken into account in studYing the history of a cave system.
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Conclusions
Sedimentary deposits in caves can thus tell much about the history of a particular cave, such as the
possible source areas of the inflowing streams, whether or not the area has been glaciated, submerged
beneath the sea and so on. But there are many pitfalls in the study of such cave sediments: the possible
modes of formation of the clay-fill have already been discussed. Laminated silts and clays may result
from glacial ponding and so compare with the varved clays of proglacial lakes, or they may simply result
from a roof fall and settling tank effect on a stream with variation in flow and sediment-carrying power.
Boulder clay, periglacial solifluction deposits and aqueous sludge deposits can look very simi lar and may
in fact be indistinguishable at times. The presence of palaeontological material such as scattered bones may
hel pin interpretation but on the other hand, the bones may have been derived from an earlier deposit,
transported along the cave and then buried again . Similarly vegetable debris in cave silts may be that of
contemporary plants, or it may have been derived from an ancient peat depos it above the cave. Carbon 14
dates are meaningless in such cases.
In practice there has been litt le description or analysis of cave sediments (except for Sweeting
1972) apart from those bearing archaeological remains. Much more descriptive work is needed before more
accurate conclusions can be drawn and diagnostic tables set up. Size ranges of pebbles and sand , roundness
tests and variations in stream flow stage need to be related to each other in as many areas as possible, and
in turn they must be compared against a background of different source rocks in different climates, past
and present .

Rec'd January 1975.

Trevor D. Ford,
Geology Department ,
University of Leicester,
LE1 7RH.
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